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WEATHER
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fair
fair
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Ellsworth A. A. baseball team will

play a town team from Bar Harbor at
Wyman park to-morrow afternoon

at 3.15.
1

The ladies of the Catholic
society
will have a cooked food sale next
Saturday afternoon at 3. at the store
formerly known as the Scott shoe

EXECUTIVE BOARD:

George S. Hagerthy, Henry H. Higgins, Bernard S. Jelllson.
Frank C. Nash, Omar W. Tapley.

Silvy & Linnehan have recently
delivered to Rev. J. A. Gorman a
Dodge touring car; to Mrs. A. P. Wiswell a Dodge sedan, and to
Dyer

fair
fair
fair

Union Trust Company
ofYAAl sworth,Maine

Bros, of Franklin

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
Ellsworth I'oatofHee.

From

move

MAILS RECEIVED
Wont—7.04, 7.18 and

m., 3.50 p. m.
From Eaat—13.20,

Bargains.

p.

3.40,

11.30

a.

4.56 and 10,3?

m.

CLOSE AT POSTOFFICE.
Going Wrat—11.50 a. m., 3.20, 4.30 and
MAILS

Other Second-Hand Offerings:
One 1017 Buiek Six, in First-class Condition

s p.

m.

Going Eaat—6.35

a,

m„ 3.20 p.

m.

an Oldsmobile.
.Mrs. Alma Whlttemore and
her
nieces. Misses Elizabeth and Alma
Silsby. of Cambridge, Mass., are at
the Richards homestead on
Bridge
hill for the summer.

Capt. W. C. Bellatty sends to The
American a copy of the Ulster County Gazette of Kingston, N. Y., dated
January 4. 1800, and containing an
account of the funeral of
George

SAVE YOUR MONEY
THE HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS BANK OF ELLSWORTH, MAINE

Washington.

HAS ALREADY PAID 84 SEMI-ANNUAL DIVIDENDS

Catholic church

•lust

Oldsmobile left

one new

for

Sunday arrives from Weat at 7.04 and
11.30 a. m.; cloaca for West at 3.20, 4.30
and 9.00 p. m.
No mall Eaat Sunday.
Reglatared mall ahould ba at post-

immediate

delivery.

office half

PUBLIC CAR SERVICE

an

hour before mall cloaea.

Miss Ruth Fields la attending
school at Orono.

sum-

mer

&

Silvy

Mias Lenora G. Higgins spent centennial week In Portland.

Linnehan, Inc.

Miss Kate Mullen of Boston Is at
her home here for the summer.

T«l«phon« 133

:

a

wholesale house.

WV have

<in<- of
the lxr^«t ami
carefully u'lmnl linos of White
we

have

ever

shown.

-f-'W, White Cotton
.83e
W 40, White Gauze Onyx.45c
W5HO, White (inuie Onyx.59c
55. White Neil. Weight Cordon. flOc
"17, While Hilk Game Lisle Gordon.
....

115, White Silk

Gauze

Lisle Gordon,

111. W hit*1 Silk Gauze Lisle Gordon,
Sizes, SI, to 10.98c

WHITE SILKS
221,

Gordon

.98c
910, Berkshire .111.S9
250, Gordon
.• 1.00
500, Wonito.81.98
i
209,
Siyx .82.25
I002x, White t»nyx with black clock,
82.98
Send u« your mail orders on this line

M. L. ADAMS,

*5

STREET ELLSWORTH, MAINE

MAIN'

“TUMBLE INN”

5S&*00-

IX THE WHITING BLOCK ANNEX

home-made sweets
SPECIAL LINE OF DvRAND'8 CHOCOLATES

cannot be

flavor.

Cigars

excelled for purity and
and Cigarettes

THE CORNER STORE
IXf
STATIONERY
F. c<

SCOTT, Proprietor

™
SODA WATER

New Line of

Cameras and Photographic Supplies
Sunshine Cookies
Fu"

line

of

Draper &

and Crackers

Maynard

Mrs. Teresa Brackett of Brookline,
Mass., was the guest of Mrs. O. F.
Newman over Sunday.

McCarthy and family of
Allston, Mass., are in Ellsworth for a
vacation of two weeks.
Dr. N. C. King has moved into his
house on High street, recently purchased of James A. McGown.

v#

the guest of
her cousins, M. 3.
Smith and daughter Florence, for the
summer.

Mrs. George P. Dutton, who has
been the guest of Mrs. A. P. Wiswell
a few weeks,
has opened her Hancock Point cottage.
James Hawkes of Brockton, Mass.,
is visiting relatives in Ellsworth.
The Thursday club will meet this
week with Mrs. Harry W. Haynes.
Members of the Congregational
Sunday school and parish to the number of nearly 100, enjoyed a picnic
at the Russell camp at Patten pond
last Thursday.

Ralph Putten. wife and two children. of Brewer, are visiting at Mr.
Patten's former home on the Surry
road.
Henry Brown and wife of West
Newton, Mass.,
are
Mr.
visiting
Brown's parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles J. Brown.
Eugene Hale, 3d, thirteen-year-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Hale,
died of scarlet feVer last Wednesday,
Concord. N. H., where he was attending school.
Mrs. Margaret Neville and her
daughters, Mrs. Nellie Byrnes and
Miss Florence Neville, and Miss Mary
Hughes of Springfield, Mass.,
are
here for the summer.
John
Shriner, wife and little
daughter, of Waltham, Mass., are
visiting in Ellsworth. Mr. Shriner
will return to Waltham Friday, but
Mrs. Shriner and daughter will remain through the summer.

Baseball

DANCES
Every Tuesday

M.

Chilcott

and

IJnyy
nU"

is the time to
me

O.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Silvy and
three daughters of Pascoag, R. I.,
who have been visiting Mr. Silvy's
parents, John H. Silvy and wife, returned Saturday.
They made the
trip by automobile.

W.

Tapley

“Made

in

Ellsworth.•’

The

dis-

“Made in Ellsworth.”

If the boys of the summer school
had to depend upon Steward L. A.
Gadbois to furnish fish for them, they
might go fish hungry a long time.
But fortunately for them, he brought
Mrs.Gadbois along with him. and she
is some fisherwoman.
At Contention

(Continued

on

Page 5.)

COMING EVENTS.
Rural hall. East Surry, Thursday
evening, July 8—Dance.
Refreshments.

Goods-"

and

ROAD

Marine end Automobile Insurance

Edward H. Baker

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
representing

some

of the

ELLSWORTH
Graduate

Optometrist and Registered
Eye Specialist.
Registered in Maine. Virginia and
Pennsylvania.
Oilier Over Moore'* Drug Store

Trlepkoif co«Bftil#».
N«w Ralph
hotel, Southwest Harbor, every Monday during the

summer

PRICE REASONABLE

for the AMERICAN

Apply

to

J. F. STUdFR, Ellsworth

to

step

Tuesday, July

to

learn

operating power machines. Paid while
learning. After experienced, can earn from $18 to
$25 a week. Good working conditions and nice,
clean work.

Address

Ellsworth, Maine

M. EL. HOL.IV1EIS, Agent
Peters

13

Block, Ellsworth, fVl

A

dependable

Betts

Insurance agency giving
All lines written

Office closes

Big Production of the Successful Comedy-Drama

Saturday

afternoons during

WANTED
at

Hancock
one or two

House
good

Can make good,

Apply by

the
the

Modern Cowboy of the Golden West
That wil1 Make Vou Think
That Will Make You Laugh

Each Act a Decided Gem.
Something
Xjw in Western plays. A story true
to life and one you’ll never fiorget.

See An Arizona Cowboy
Oie

0"ly» °>»membcr the Date

superior service.

July

and August

|

Men's Iver-lohnson Bicycles,
Coaster Brake, Guaranteed Tires

$45.00

big

wages.
mail or at

hotel office.
Play depicting
Domesticity of

aine

FOR SALF!

WAITRESSES

A Plan
H ridj

over.

Young Ladies Wanted

ELLSWORTH

GOOD MUSIC

Thoroughly overhauled and
newly painted. Shoes New.

Human Stepping Stones.
There are said to he manv “R*.
lelghs” in China.
When a Oliinaaa
lady comes to a muddy place in tha
road she usually sets over it by e^
ploying a human stepping stone. P.eck*
onine a boy she gives him a small cola,
in return for which he drops on felt
hands and knees in the mud for hv

17

HANCOCK HALL

WORTH TO ELLSWORTH FALLS

Cadillac Truck

of this and foreign countries

Carroll Felt Shoe Co.

ELLS-

FOR SALE!

leading companies

Ancient Musical Instrument.
It seems not unlikely that the earliest form of the harp was the Instrument we call a lyre.
The latter was
possibly the first of all stringed Instruments.
One finds It represented on
the monuments of ancient Egypt and,
though so long obsolete. It often appears in modern architecture as a decoration.

Bar Harbor town team.

A Sensational
Home Life and

SON

&

—Established 1807—

Thursday. July 8. at Wyman park,
3.15—Baseball; Ellsworth A. A. vs.

Saturday Night J

FROM

THOMPSON

fVfAIIM STREET

C. C. BURRILL

August 6.

Smith’s New Pavilion
STATE

Company

Representing

August 3 to 23—Castlne normal
alumni encampment at Sandy Point.
August 5—Meeting of State assessors at Ellsworth; at Bar
Harbor.

K.

car

Equitable Fire end Marine Insurance Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.

Tuesday evening, July 13, at Hancock ball—Herbert K. Betts In “An
Arizona Cowboy.”

Herbert

A.

119

kFiro,

Automobile
until you

an

Don’t start the

about it.

->■

Miss Chilcott attended the centennial anniversary of Colby college
at Waterville last week.

protect yourself w ith

Liability Policy.

talk with

Miss

REGARDLESS OF WEATHER AT

ON

my reputation aa un Eye Specialist. you will come to me
‘“'•“"t lo Dr.F. A. Davie, M. D.. oculist, <e Beacon
years with F. Ogden Strout, M. D., Baltimore and New York.

Subscribe

Clio

play of felt shoes made by the CarMrs. Edward Ellsworth of Dorches- roll Felt Shoe Co., In the window of
ter. Mass.. Is visiting her parents, Mr. Smith & Head's store, is an attractand Mrs. Edward Drummey.
ive one, and makes all Ellsworth peoMiss Mary M. Moore of Boston is ple who see it proud of the sign,

GOOD FLOOR

Boi01,TS"

Miss

per cent, com-

pounded semi-annually

at

LIQHT LUNCHES SERVED

Our Ice-Cream

Walter A. Scott has sold his boot
shoe stock to C. L. Morang and
closed up his store here.
Mrs. Scott,
who has had charge of the business,
Monday accompanied Mr. Scott to
Webster. Mass., where he is at present located.
and

The last dividend was at the rate of 4

mer.

Frank

Hose

as

George H. Gould. Jr., left Monday Nancy G. Blackwell of New York are
for Portland, where he has a position at Miss M. A. Oreely's for the sum-

in

»w

services Sunday,
follows:
Mass at
Ellsworth at 9 o’clock: Burksport at
11 o'clock;
Northeast
Harbor at 6
and 10 o'clock.
Rev. J. A. Gorman,
pastor: Fr. Feeley, O. P., assistant.

July 11, will be

Treas

DIRECTORS:
William F. Campbell, Fred A. Chandler, Lucilius A.
Emery
Henry C. Emery, Edward M. Graham, Henry H. Gray, George S.
Hagerthy, Edwin L. Haskell, Harvard H. Havey, Henry H. Higgins, Frank L. Hodgkins, L. Elrle Holmes Bernard S. Jelllson,
Frank W. Lunt, A. R. Mace, Frank C. Nash, Frank P.
Noyes, John
W. Paris, Bion M. Pike, Forrest B. Snow, Arthur L.
Somes, B. E.
Sylvester, Jr., Omar W. Tapley, T. S. Tapley, Benj. B. Whitcomb.
Galen H. Young.

shop.

fair

fair.showers

OMAR W. TAPLEY, Pres.
HENRY H. HIGGINS,
FRANK C. NASH, Vice-President.
MONROE Y. McGOWN, Asst. Treasurer.

Mrs. Mary Meehan of Providence,
R. I., with two daughters, is
visiting
her brother, Rev. J. A. Gorman.

Ending at Midnight Tueaday
Jnly A, 19t0.

a ni

OF ELLSWORTH

Mrs. Kate B. Doyle, who has been
visiting her brother. E. 0. Burnham,
in Freedom, has returned.

ELLSWORTH.

Temperature

short visit.

Louise and Sarah Foster left last
week for the Dineken Bay girls' summer school at
Boothbay.

| From

IUnk by mail If not convenient to
do so personally. It's
easy and safe
Write us for particulars to day.

We have two second-hand trucks

IN

Union Trust Co.

Charles A. Eppes and wife of
Brockton, Mass., are In Ellsworth for
a

at

1st.

Truck

ADVERTISEMENTS.

J. F. Studer.
M. L. Adams.
Legal Notices.
Collins Shoe Shop.
Silvy A Llnnehan.
Classified Advertisements.
Overlook Market, Bluehill.

ELLSWORTH

DejKMiits made in
on or

XEW

Mrs. Harry Torrens and daughter
Anna of Bangor are In Ellsworth for
a week.

ANDERSON’S
CAFE'
THE RED FRONT

HERBERT S. YOUNG
Hancock

Point,

Me.

CORSETS
Come

in

and

have

your

corsets

especially designed for you.
THE SPENCER CORSET
Is custom made and will correct bed
Will also wear longer Uua
posture.

Water Street, three doors
below Pdstoffiee.

Regular Dinner 50c

other corsets because fitted to

flgure.
M. C. STIDER,
Ellsworth

MUTUAL BENEFIT COLUCf.
Fdltrd by “%«.t Miidsc.”

West Kdcn.
Mias Dora Leighton and Miss Doris
Powers have icons to Bar Harbor for
the summer, and Murray Lurvey and
Coburn Tripp to Northeast Harbor.
Mrs. Lelia Tripp is attending State
normal summer school at Farming-

MOTTO:—HELPFUL AND

TERRIBLE EGfflli
FOR 10 VMS

HOPEFUL.

The purpose* of this column are
succinctly stated in the title and motto
—it is for the mutual benefit, and alms
to be helpful and hopeful.
Being: for
ton.
the common Rood it is for the common
Mr. slid Mrs. Clarence Hopkins use—a public servant, a purveyor of
and ruggestions. a medium
have closed their home and gone Information
for the interchange of ideas, in this caaway for the summer.
pacity it solicits communications, and
X.
of
H.,
Gorham,
Its success depends largely on the aupWallace McKay
given It in this respect. Comand Miss Maxine Brown of Somes- ! port
munications must be signed, but the
viUe were married by Rev. George ! name of writer will not be printed ex1
Brooks at their new residence last cent by permission. Communications
be subject to approval or rejection
Only relatives of will
Sunday evening.
by the editor of the column, but none
the bride and a few intimate friends I will be rejected without good reason.
Mr. McKay has re- Address ail communications to The
were present.
of the American, Ellsworth. Me.

D*.>vsa, Nrw IlAnnaum.

"In 1906,1 began to’x’troubledwith
Ecxema.
My arms and legs were
uiu> ilsped most of the time; and
sometimes I could squeeze the pus
out of my hands, they were so bad.
About S months’ ago, I chanced to

IF ALL WHO HATE WOULD LOVE US.

appreciated.
Leroy Walls recently lost his wood-

If ail who hate would love us.
And all our loves were true,
The stars that swing above us
Would brighten in the blue;
If cruel words were kisses.
And every scowl a smile,
A better world than this is
Would hardly be worth while;
If purses would not tighten
To meet a brother's need.
The load we bear would lighten
Above the grave of greed.

Mr. Walls was awjty at i
shed by fire.
Fortunately a strong wind |
the time.
blew the ilames away from the dwelling. and it escaped burning. It Is
not known how the fire originated.
Word has been received of the
marriage of Dr. Wintbrop Reed, formerly of this place, and Xliss Dorothy
Dr.
Richardson of Malden. Mass.
Reed has been connected with a hospital in Boston some years, but now
has a practice of his own.
XI.
June 2S.

by these remedies.
After uswf («jo boxer of 'Fnut-a-aoa?
and one bo* of 'Sootha SaJva’. I aas
enure! free of Eczema".
Df. E. N. OLZENDAM, D.V.M.
60c. kbox,6 for $2 .'O, trial site 25c.
At dealers or from FROIT A-TTVE8
■

limited. OGDENSBURG. N. Y.

lauj^;

KEEP IT SWEET
Keep your stomach sweet
today and ward off the indigestion ol tomorrow—try

KimoiDS

John’* Revelation: ”1
mingled with lire.*'

Dear Aunt Madge and Mutual*:
I have been thinking for some time
I would write* and thank Aunt Susan
for the "IJWH doughnuts*’ recipe, and
! hope she and Aunt Zida have the trip
to the reunion all planned, together
with other Mutuals down that way.
I saw "Uncle Madge" on Memorial
day. and was sorry Aunt Madge wasn’t
there.
'Are** has also been hack for a
two-weeks* visit.
Sadie. 1 was interested to know that
Dr. Small was'your son.
He practiced
for several years In my native town,
I
to
but as near as
came
knowing him
was passing him on the road when 1
would be home for my annual visits.
He was surely a nice-looking man. and
got a great deal of the public patron-

Surry, June 17. 1920.
Dear M.
I do

Good to Remember
TO-NIGHT-1
Tomorrow Alrijrhtl

Paste In Your Hat
MOORE'S PHARMACY.

After you eat—always take

FATONIC
vow stom API's sluf)

laatantlr relitTM HurtWl. Bloated Can
Faalina. Stopa iadwaation. food Kunit. ro.
vntiiis. and all tbe many aiaariaa eanaad by

Acid-Stomach

EA TO NIC i« the beat r—idj. Time of tboo>
mnda wooderfoily benefited. Poeiireniy ruarmeteed to plena* or w« will refund money.
CniJ nod f»t n tag box today. Ton wiU **«.
kL

ti.

MUUKK, &S

MAl^

HT.

fcllfwoith, Maine

B. Sinter*
have much of Interest to
write.
Have
not
finished
cleaning
house. It ha* been so cold, and hoar it
is warm.
Do not want to work—-*Jast
We grot througti
stay out of doors.
with the dreadful winter at last.
some
time
to
meet you all.
Hope

*■!»*»

Thanks for your good letter. Sadie,
with its closing touch of imagery.
And now follows one of S. J. Y.*s
always enjoyable letters.

men would cease to worry.
And women cease to sigh.
And all be glad to bury
Whatever has to die;
If neighbor spake to neighbor.
As love demands of ail,
The rust would eat the saber.
The spear stay on the wall;
Then every day would glisten.
And every *>y«* would shine.
And God would pause and listen.
And life would be divine.

MADE BY SCOTT S BOWSE
MAKERS Of SCOTT'S EMULSION

of

Sadie.

If

the new aid to digestion.
As pleasant and as sale to
take as candy.

saw a *ea

not

j

Well, slaters.

I

suppose

you

are

plenty to eat. if we do have to pay S5
per bushel for potatoes and 25 cents a
potind for sugar. Fruit trees, stramberries and blueberries give promise of
abundant fruit, and the crops are coming along finely, what the crows don't
pull up. so 1 think we ought to be
thankful.
As the setting sun shines on the
waters of the bay, it reminds me of

Six good successive scourings!

,

meets every

flavor, much like superior
coffee, always pleases; and when
health and economy are
sidered, this wholesome

Ernest S. Rice came from Camden

beverage

Cereal

Postum

Boil

fully

15

minutes, after boiling begins—or
if you

drink,

prefer a quickly prepared
buy the newer form
—

Instant Postum, which is made

\

instantly

in the cup.

“There’s a Reason” for Postum'
1

\

Made

Saturday to speEfd the holiday with 1
hi* family.
O. Prescott Cleave* and family of !
Bar Harbor spent the week-end with I
his pdrent*. Mr. and Mrs. E. W. j

by

Postum Cereal

Gram Quickly Ripened it No ft*
ay.
It l» a cur lot lx fart that
1
rip«
enrllt-r la N«r" ajr than in
It "I
Euroi*-. an mlvantatr <lu>
'll' i'«|
•laja ami abort night* of tit ciwam
In ihn north

Leading Question.
"My wife is prnrtirlnit with dumbGuy R. Whitten, son of Mr. and ;
Mrs. George Whitten of tht* place, j bell*.-' proudly exclaimed n would be
and Miss Edith Priest of Vassalboro. athlete. "Ho you And thorn any soft or
were married on June SO.
A large | than thr flallronar- queried a wag who
circle of friends extends congratula- 1 overboard the remark.

>

tlons.

Sarah, widow of Calvin Tracy, died
In the general hospital In Bangor,
and was brought here for burial
Thursday. The services were in
I'nion church. Rev. Mr. Ramsey of
Winter Harbor officiating.
Mrs. Tracy was a
worthy member of the
Pythian Sisters here, and was much
The family has the symrespected.
pathy of all.
Mrs. Lucille H. Perry, who Is
spending the summer with her daughter. Mrs. Parker H. Whittington, at
their summer home, "The Whitsark,"
in South Duxbury. has again remembered the needs of our public library
with two good contributions of books.
All are grateful for her Interest and

gifts.

Mr. and Mrs. George L. Davis and
little daughter, of Dorchester. Mass.,
arrived Saturday to spend their vachildren was detained for another week
cation
with
Mrs.
Davis’ brother.
on account of an accident to one of
Rupert N. Biance.
them.
It would have been a big dlaj Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Kingston of
appointment if they couldn't have come I Boston are guests of the W
p.
at all. but am very thankful it was not j Bruces for two weeks.
of so s erious a nature as that, and 1
Master Edwin Cleaves of Bar Harcan wait another week if I have to. for j bor has been visiting bis
grandfather.
1 think we older ones can wait with
E. W. Cleaves, the past week.
blood.
than
more patience
The E. T. Paines of Ithaca. N. Y.,
younger
It is a good practice to look ahead
have opened ihelr bouse here for the
and anticipate the pleasant things thst
season.
we expect to enjoy, instead of broodMrs. A. L. Strout is to be librarian
for the month of July.
ing over the present that may have
Twenty or
unpleasant things connected with It. more new books have lately been
we
not
realise
all
for even if we do
contibuted by Mrs. Perry of Brookhope for. yet our lives are much line. Mass.
Mrs. F. F. Larrabee and children
of Washburn left Friday, after a visit
of two weeks at Dr. C. C. Larrabee's.
Dr. Fred Main and his mother.
Mrs.
Ferollne
Main,
of Jackson.
Mlcb
arrived Friday for the summer.
will
be
at the L. S. Ray
They
Cottage as usual.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Stan wood of
Portsmouth. N. H
have arrived at
the home of Mrs. Stanwood's brother.
Henry Hamilton, for two weeks.. Mrs.
Stanwood was Miss Edna Hamilton
of this place.
It Is three years since
she was here.
July 5.
C.

Company, Inc.

Battle Creek, Michigan

Cleave*.

all

con-

fits every need.

-O-

l*rwped Harbor.
The Pythian Sister* here entertained Puritan assembly of Sullivan
at their last regular meeting.Wednesday night. About twenty visitors enj joyed a 6-o’clock supper. Ice-cream
j and cake were served during the
; evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Coomb* and
little daughter, of Bar Harbor, spent
Sunday and the Fourth with the A.
j H. Wasgatts.

requirement!

The

teresting.
Well. I have spun this out so long. I
will stop for this time, with kindly
greetings to all.
R J. Y

•pick and span, and enjoying this beauWasn't U lovelytiful out-of-doors.
after the nice rain? Every*hing looked
so fresh and clean after the long spell
Mabel.
j of dry and.dust. We ne«*J more rain
now.
It clouds up. perhaps we get a
The poem Is fine. Mabel, and we few dropa. and then the sun shines
we can’t have everything in this
Well,
are glad to have a message from you
life Just ua we would like, but the
after your long silence.
spring months have seemed so good
•
•
•
It almost
after the long, hard winter.
Dear Aunt Madge and all the M. B.
never enjoyed the
seems as though I
Sisters
out-of-doors as I have this spring.
Almost haying time.
I got a wee bit of a disappointment
Hope you do
not have to cook for the laborers this » when the mail arrived thla morning,
hot weather. But what lovely weather! when the girlie who expected to come
What gorgeous sunsets!
Oh, wonder- to-morrow with two of the grandful world are live in!
Out West they call us who live in
this part of the country. “Down Bast•
era.”
I don't care what they call us.
but 1 am glad that we live In this part
of the world—no wars, no epidemics,

Postum Cereal

erted.
The test questions are interesting.
Think as I read over the scriptural
ones that I answered nearly every one.
I think the idea of helping celebrate
the centennial of our State, as suggested by Aunt Madge, is a good one. and
hope many will respond, it would be so
appropriate at this time, as well as in-

read an ad. of ‘Fniit-a-trves’ and
‘Sootha Salva’, in which was told of
a person cured of Weeping Eczema

If those who whine would whistle.
And those who languish
The rose would rout the thtstie.
The grain outrun the chaff.
If hearts were only Jolly.
If grieving were forgot.
And tears of melancholy
Were things that now are not.
Then love would kneel to duty.
And all the world would seem
A bridal bower of beauty,
A dream within a dream.

As A Table Drink

who lived many years among ua. whose
light went out like the flash of the
candle; who wss universally mourned,
for he was always so cheerful and saying such hopeful cheery things, that
one felt better just to have seen him.
He always looked on the bright side.
I only wish I might know that my
daily life was as helpfuf along that
line as I knew his to be, a fact that
many can testify who will not soon
forget the healthful Influence he ex-

No Trace Of The Disease
Since Taking “Frutf-a-fives”

cently purchased the property

late D. W. McKay, and will conduct
a general store, which will be much

brighter and happier for trying to cultivate the optimistic spirit.
And that leada me to the thought
that Aunt Madge gave ue not long ago
of the epitaph engraven on the Engifah woman*! monument: “She always
was pleasant,”
Aa l read It 1 was forcibly reminded of one—not a woman—

Hebron Acad emy
——V
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If you thoroughly scour your silverware six times,
you’d know that it was clean, wouldn't you?
That’s the way we feel about the wheat for

■O'

Prospect Hitr!*or.

William Tell

THE
The old ^ome in
welcome as of
And the graceful
the quaint oltl
Th' roses, white

1

,

the dear

I

j

went away.

the way it’s made, it’s

grams, echoes of a happy past;
School
diploma, books and letters,
memories
always last;
But Phe stillness ne’er is broken

that,will

by

young voices blithe and gay.
For the children left “The Birches"
when the dear ones went sway.

Tell Him—William Tell.

There

|

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

gesting its use in your home.
Politely insist; and get
SUPERBA TEA at your
Dealer's.
M1LUKEN-TOMUNSON CO.

&

WHITNEY

Import*rs

mod Packer*
PORTLAND. MAINE

1420

the fan with dust is gray.
For no orwe lives at “The Birches" since
the dear ones went away.

Vivid recollections greet me, as I climb
the old hall stair
To the dainty pink and blue rooms,
with their trophies gay and fair:
Bridesmaid
pictures, class-day pro-

clean and pure and fine.

Your Grocer Knows.

FLAVOR

of SUPERBA TEA we
feel absolutely safe in sug-

graceful music box.

surprising that WILLIAM TELL

so

ones

DELICATE^ DELIGHTFUL

iThe ivory fan. the paper-weight from
grim Gibraltar's rock;
1 But the music’s long been silent, and

We then take oft the outside hull,
and use only the fine rich Inside portion of the grain.

is

So many people have such
a fondness for the

The big chair in the parlor holds out
its arms to me.
1 ga»e upon the treasures
brought
from lands across the sea.
How wonderful they seemed to us—the

One or two scourings might do for an
ordinary flour, but WILLIAM TELL
is not an ordinary flour. So we scour
our
wheat six
times, one after
another, until we know that it is perfectly clean.

Considering

thf aunahln** b(*«ma a
yore.
hop bells tinkle round
kitchen door.
and yellow, with the

honeysuckle sweet.
Fill
the
sitt...g-room with
incense
which arrests my lagging feet
-*• 1 wander through familiar
scenes,
which bid ine longer stay.
But it s lonely at The Birches’’ since

FLOUR

not

BIRCHES.

visions all about me of those
who’ve crossed the bar.
For although I cannot see them,
they
can never be afar
From this spot on earth, so dear to
them, which their love made a
home,
And X know that In the one beyond
they wait for me to come.
But my eyes with tears are
brimming,
and I cannot longer stay.
For my heart aches at “The Birches."
since the dear ones went away.
Grace Thompson Moore.
Brooklyn. V. V.. June 2*. 1»20.
are

BMWimjmiiffffgE

Somebodys
in Iuck j

this

evening
Is it You?
You will find that the aervice of
T and K Tea in your home make*
the meal ao much more enjoyable.
T and K Tea u ao good-—-ao popular
—almost all dealers hereabouts sell it.
Ask for T sod K Tea.

I

I WILL GIVE YOU

*

we

Marker, Illnehlll, Me,
^ ()t,-rl«»k
Mtmset.
lias returned
Mr,. Kllen Stanley
where she has spent
Hoa Rockland,
the winter.
Mr*. Hebeeca Stanley and grand(-arj, of Northeast Harbor, were
io*n i»st week.
ijr. White of Harrington Is vlsMrs. Derby StanUj her daughter,

-o-

S?-?tgw ‘ck.
? Henry made a business trip
to Skowheran last week.
ilertmde Bridges and little brother
r-“ieric are visiting their aunt. Mrs
Btltt* Gray. In Bluehlll.
?cott I vmburner has been workict at
Keystone Kabln." putting In
*
fr»Tl‘-e, f„r H E. foie of Pittsterch Pa
film and Lawrence Hagerthy
•r* hon e for the
summer.
r'ny Mien of North Sedgwick has
Assert the coal wharf of F
H.

fierier who has accepted
*
'*•
the Bantist church here ar«'*d Friday, with hts family.
July 3
"Eloc.”
~-o-

h ast Him hill.
MEMOPilAU RESOI.t'TIONS
Flir the divine providence of
-steemed sister.
F.llla
h*» tiffin removed from
hr..- .,!

TS»t

,h,
!ilu*hlll

*’•««»
»»fe‘r

memory

w«

M
our

of S|,t,r
Vo.
nnrl faithful
nhall always
irrnnffr.

further
That w# t*nd*r to thr brour d#*p
and ilncrr*

*’<l

thal m *»PV of the#*
f,e vpread upon the record*
r‘irrn,',e*‘
a f'opy he went
r* •’v**d
family, and a ropy to
*worth American and I’.anfror
-i

——o-

"<«*oth much'll.

ls'
T„.

Sylvester st>ent the

U-f

^ar,er and son HerV'n,c*
irockton. Mass., are visiting;

*PerdinR
it,-i p.

SiTierf
*r,J

!lnd wlfe of Waltham

few days here.
Sullivan of Stonlmtton
°'om.v »f this place were
ConKratuIations
a

**,ip

extended1*

''!arion Thomas and little
tbJi1?,.
**•
''"I11"8
mother0'mS**
,r*- E “S-*"*
B
Jane 29
Simpson.^
West
''

J--t air
»jj

tl

"'rs
!ltnf

J*

WiUlns visited her

Ii,lrk«"ort

sirna
r

‘lev

th»

rmrry.
Surry.

V,“

last

week.

^oof* of Bticksport Is

dau?l>ter.

Mrs.

here

with

Mrs.

Jnae 2S.

It.

S.

,lNor,h

f5ra™

hi

Hancock.

nf

Bangor Is visit
Mr and MrB

Mar,rhal,ParonU-

•luijr
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'hhcr.be

at any

M.
for The America

a

better

price!

and their expert blend
of choice Turkish and choice Domestic
tobaccos hand you a cigarette that will satisfy every smoke desire you ever expressed.
You will prefer this Camel blend to either
kind smoked straight!

Walter Clark, who has
had charae
ha»

V,

resigned,

and

Camels mellow-mildness will certainly
to you. The “body” is all there, and
that smoothness! It’s a delight!

with

appeal

have charge of the work
for

"
M^ Murrav'l.urvev
Mr
p°thekr’ Pa<1,let
an<l two chiidrei nf'?nk
an<J Li8to“- of
Athol
M?"' t°ri”
to H"Pn" “>«
auml
i Tl?!:"1
" M
Paquet father. G. W.

something

ff'ssl

for

your luncheon. Myra." her
mother cautioned,
"you—you haven't
enten
rich breakfast—a rup nf cofTee
Is nothing for a girl to work on
Von—"
"I "'n't yon worry, mother," the girl
broke In ns she fumbled In her headed
hag. "I || make up for breakfast—you
ought to see how much I eat at noon."
"I'm glad you do, Myra, I
hope
yoti'n not letting anything trouble

r

V

the

photograph

from

TURKISH (s I>OM£5nC
BLEND

Just compare Camels with any
rette in the world at any price!

\

r

,

COn,est for ,he Junior

Camels arm aold everywhere in scientifically mealed
packages of 20 cigarettes; or ten packages (200
cigarettes) in a glaamine paper-covered carton.
We strongly recommend thia carton for the home
or office supply or when you travel.

^hoo.«Mnt°hrop Carnii'VTC*

iTpray*
Otis

Mr«, Benn'dt returned to the dining mom and began to clear away .the
breakfast dishes.
“I should worry f" Myra Bennett
fVltlvt^fpfl f r* I'PMolf.
M»t eve* wiurht ttio eyes of n <*qunre!hw*h| von ns f a re In n silver frame
upon her bureau.
**1 should worry!” she repented ns
tooV

M

Go the limit with Camels! They will not
tire your taste. And, they leave no unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste nor unpleasant
cigaretty odorl

8

Mayo

you."

-he

fhepre"

tew dayH "Uh Mrs

k. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO..

Winston-Salem. N.

C?

John

i^iKhton.

with his nephew
ng hlS hro,her-

Kton.V
JuIy E-

husband

M.

came

witl7 her.'

for lheir 1‘ome in

They left
Danvers,

Herbert Newman, with Ills
wife and
granddaughter, visited his sister
^Irs. Henry Spurilng. last week.
s- Holliver is home
from Winter
Harbor for u,tew days.
Mrs. Mattie Dolliver was in
Daneor

the

fr

•'! rjift v*,iiv! If If von ran.*’
iT'for n*-’ tfit* picture. flinging If
Info the w.hvt basket.
Then slip fled
fr*u» flip li-msi*.
In the M: millinery shop. whore
Mvrn d signed “ft'rfhlfijr” !%nt» fo**
M ’em !n»«nt»’» f:i hlonnhle
’0*0 her Angers fluttered about a Omni
the frail <dmw and eoiwm* flower*;
snd “wonderful creations'* wore fash*
hmed hr h»*r rnmhlp fingers hut her
tb'»mrhts wore leagues awry.
Rv the magic of thought alio had
token herself hack to a night In Juno;
♦
nllf ho a oh and John Martin,
n/
the «cenf of the sen. the touch of
herot*.
?* v
this same magic sh*»
In the future.
There was a
M*fle white house and n
garden of
r«>•♦»< -real rose*. John Martin walked
h“- and there a child’?* chuhhy
r|ing’nu to h**r skirts.
'Vhen «he had come hack from her
.Tings the wiip magical thougiit
1
rI h-T fltfif -he had been dreaming*
romancing, and that she had Inst—
! »Hf John Martin through her own
| '•Illy nonsense. her unreasonable Jeal; ousy.
Myra Itenneft was glad when the
hour lo quit work had come. She had.
of late, done her work In a dazed
«d'e

last week.
Mrs I,. F. Newman. Mrs.
Raymond
Kent and Infant son are at home
for
the summer.

Jul>'

*■

T. E. D.

Subscribe for The American
$2.00 a year.
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True Goodyear Economy in
Tires for Small Cars

r..

j

Built into Goodyear Tires for small
cars is a high relative value not exceeded even in the famous Goodyear
Cords on the world’s highest priced
automobiles.

wav.

Out

j
1

1

In

the

ranron-llke

street

the

pelting against the sidewalk,
at-.'
of^i-'onally. a gust of wind
s' »•
•*! ti e rain Into the faces of the
pa «*« •**«)*>’.
M>m her scant skirt*? clinging to
h»*r made her way to a nearby sub- !
«ay. hut Ju*t ns she had reached the
j
ntrnm-e a strong gale struck her and
•e* t
her umbrella and her flame-col- j
•wed tint chasing each other across the j
min

wns

Manufactured in 30x3-, 30x31/2- and
31x4-inch sizes by the world’s largest
tire factory devoted to these sizes,

street.

every detail of the work done on
them is marked by extraordinary

from a drag store doorway a
darted after them, then another
man Joined
In the chase, ami Myra,
her brown hair wet and disheveled,
watched them.
Acrofn and again the
man that was chasing the hat had had
hts hand* almost upon It when, like a
flash, the freakish wind carried It off
ngnIn. She had los? sight of the other
man and the umbrella.
“It was a perfectly good silk uni*
hrelln.** Myra soliloquized; “perhaps
the man needed It himself—well, let
The hat
him keep it. and the hat?
must he a wreck.”
Myra suddenly berame aware that n
fall man whs
holding an umbrella
over her.
She looked up into a pair
nf laughing eyes
The man holding
her uudirelhi was hut less, and inolsr ure was s' reaming down his young,
man

•wj flare-Jawed

skill and

If you own a Ford, Chevrolet, Dort,
Maxwell or other car taking these

sizes,

yourself

true

Goodyear

Go to him for Goodyear Tires and for
Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes; there

face.

R’.bb!t Life
or
other rabbits,
wen— Is
often run them down, Jump
upon their hacks am! inflict the ilcath
wound by n bite just hack of the ear.
Sometimes hunters or others have
v hnesKist
these tragedies, and have
taken the rabbit for their share—the
eatad being in some cio-es lucky to
get off with its life, says the American
While the chase
forestry Magardne.
Is on the rabbit will often give up anti,
summing down, commence to squeal
:n the most pitiful manner until lis
Of
merciless hunter takes Its life.
course, were the rabbit not so terriJctl—its heart nearly bursting with
fear for it* life—it could easily escape,
for no weasel living could overtake a
rabbit on a stent chase run.
Fe»r

killing

assure

mileage and economy on your car by
visiting the nearest Goodyear Service
Station Dealer.
is

**J«dm Martin,!
Where—”
••Th!- onlv proves Myra.” John Martin It-f»T
iced •••Ii.it you need me
around hiq*eeii»lly In n storm.”

In

care.

no surer means

to

isfaction.

genuine

tire

sat-

Costs

gray

;

I

j
j
j
1

3Cxi1 2 Goodyear Double-Cure
Fabric, All-Weather Tread._

crx

L J—

30 x 3V$ Goodyear Single-Cure "t'l
~
Fabric, Anti-Skid Tread_

L

SO
—

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tabes

cost no more than the price
asked to pay for tubes of less merit
—why risk costly
casings when such sure protection is available!
30 x iy2 she in
you

are

$^50

waterproof bag

;

j

j

;

,

:,arles Stewart, with son
her son Harold
\nharn vl*i,’n*

ks-n-.L
h

Grace

Sw,,b of Rayslde will spend

l.v^--"!«r
r»

son

smoked

CAMELS quality,

H'-

Out

Per Mr

it/!.

cigarette

fehssreMw*»

of at'pmval to her troubled face
she turned from the mirror and
slipped Into her cost.
"Yes. HI take an umbrella," she
assured her mother.
"And he sure you get

C

fcr‘th.

no rnan ever

Mass..

i“; sr;
°r,a

S?i«lwt"*cMI"

ns

nroitKim.

Charles E.
Halt died
Tuesday
Borsln. at the home of hts sister.
Hr? Laura Chaote farter, who has
tenderly cared for him durlnic hts
Mr. Hall seemed to
lost Illness.
tare
horn propensity for trading,
tad though handicapped by being
partially Mind from birth, made the
les of his ability along that line,
ini came to be well known all over
Htcwk
Mr
Hall
was
county
t*rer married
H*> !e -»e three s'sIf? and two brothers—Mrs. I .aura
fitter. Mrs Ethel Allen. Mrs. farfie Searcy. Fred I. Hall and Edward
Ball. The funeral was held In the
chapel Thursday. Rev. Daniel John*' olS
iting
Interment In North
Brookltn cemetery.
3
■ielj
"Xenophon.”

Don

»«.

h

JJpc!

toon.

and Mrs

dollars

doughnuts—

Al-

son

?prln*flel<J-

■

l,i.;
ly on Sunday.
Tlif Busy Bee elub held Its annual
p(c;.it Latty cove. West Tremont.
Although It
tr«!r, day. June 30.
a rainy day. the Bees had an enAt 12.30 dinner was
time.
joyable
\fter dinner games were
by Mary Whltfla'.ed solos rendered
iore and Theo Smith, and readings
w
Sarah Robinson.
After a
j[
spent In fun and frolic,
pi, »nt day
home
buried
at
4.30,
hop,j;e Bees
Hl to go again soon.
Twaddell
and
family
Mrs Arthur
trying the Teague cottage.
tre o
Mr ad Mrs Frank L. Smith have
:: e
from New York, where
jpriv, :
tent the past few months.
!(,,
.Noyes. Gladys \Y h It more.
Lscy .s'.mlej and Mr. and Mrs. K. G.
otored to Columbia Falls
Stanley
y to visit Itev, Klljah Merjut ? tr.
t*r s ..ter pastor here.
3a
*T,llac."
June

r.-» pastor of Hrooklln Ha|>T!
ti*t church,
Reg Dante] Johnson,
preached his firs! sermon In the
He
chap* here Sunday afternoon.
will preach here the first and third
Sunday? of each month. In the after-

°f

s

to

w* w°fi b“,dl,y

Donovan and

well-formed shoulders it hung
In
tuple, girlish lines. A swift sideh-;o. glance at her rejection
brought a

Marsh and wife of West Rnted Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Stan-

Bf

It

>""t

J,

The infant son of Mr and Mrs.
holson I* seriously til.
Ow.ir
Mts> .1 alia Mav Spear came home
-Ion
Sunday to spend her vaIron: H
her home. "Overlook."
cate
Warren
Ar;]--1 r
Smith, a former
fjfiv here, came Saturday to oef*y> t: Bunker cottage for the sum-

N*w.»»p«r Srn.llcsts.)

“Be sure that yon take
your umt.n-! a, M.vra." Mrs.
Bennett had come
lR,n
,,y
her daughter's room. “It
,,ke rain,” she
contliiued. "and
It feel* more like the
middle of March
than It does like the middle
of April.”
M>ti Bennett stood before her mirror, deftly adjusting her new
spring
M
a elite flump
colored toque. Her
black dress of soft
clinging stuff had
a
touch of flame ypllow at the neck
“ris's
and girdle; and from her

Wll.US H. OHGOOD,

|r..W

rip?

»-■

lemands that

,.

FmJS w!,h,her

By SUSANNA MACKIN.

<lo*pn ,or e**"

a

jj wnt»

pound for live broilers,

a

i; cents

APRIL SHOWERS

,or Uve hen*

P<>»Bd

a

,5 cents

Wes* Eden.
Mrs. Audrey Mitchell of
Bar Har•Ml. Mrs. Abdon
Emerj, who is quite III,
Master Durlln Lunt
met with a
painful accident one dav
last week
with
Lunl
at hom« from
a fish In
CruIse to Ro<*land and
y|cinttv

Net the Time for It.
Brown—I’m greatly surprised to
Itear that you're married
Brand—Why should you he?
Browu—Because you and 1 were toiether last summer at Brighton, ami
you never once spoke of jour wife
Brand—No man ever meut'.oii* his
.life when h S oo 'i .to! 'S' *> e* Ue?
Aii»"
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If she possessed the treasure of
the world that Olive Morse
kissed a little square box she had Just
received b.v mall. There was haste, a
fluttering excitement In face and manner. as If the act was stealthy and
mllty. and evidently a harsh call had
something to do with her precipitancy.
Olive hastened downstairs to con front
her spinster aunt, Selina Brooks, sour.
I chilling, severe as usual.
was as

“Did you get some mall?" challenged
Mis* Brooks peremptorily.

“Tea. aunt,” replied Olive.

The democrats in national convention at San Francisco yesterday, on
the forty-fourth
ballot,
nominated
James M. Cox, governor of Ohio, for
President, and Frank D. Roosevelt of
New York, assistant secretary of the
navy, for vice-president.

Newspaper correspondents are now
justified In writing of “flying trips."
Mr and Mrs. Robert L. Ireland of
New York dropped into Bar Harbor—
literaiiy 'dropped in"—-last week, on
a flying trip from New York, by sea-

plane.
Can it b

e that there are profiteers
Hancock county? We have learned
of a man who was in the market for
a considerable number of eggs.
He
bought in Bangor and had the eggs

in

delivered

in

Ellsworth at a lower
price than the producer .would s^l
him right here.
And the Bangor
dealer told him that the eggs he

bought

shipped

were

to

him

from

Ellsworth.
“Treat 'em right."
Nearly one
hundred former service men are In
Ellsworth to-day for the two month*'
summer school of Boston university.

They are here primarily-for work, not
for play, but under conditions that
make it something like a vacation
tor them.
These young men and the
members of the faculty and their
families,

They

in

are

come to

a
receptive mood.
Ellsworth predisposed

in its favor—they want to like it.
Our scenery, our climate, our opportunities for

many

kinds of

recrea-

tion—advantages but dimly appreciated by the year-round resident—
Vill do their part toward making the
aummer a pleasant one for these visitors. hut much also depends upon
the attitude of the people.
Over in
France these boys stormed across noma’n s land and into the German
trenches with the cry: “Treat ’em
rough!” And some of them were
pretty roughly treated themselves.
Here in Ellsworth let us coin a new
phrr.se: Treat 'em right.”
yw>..

———o-

Centennial Number.
The first number of the eighth
volume of Sprague's Journal of Maine
History is a special centennial issue,
devoted to interesting articles on the
history of Maine from 1820 to 1920.
It contains eighty-eight pages of text
and forty-six Illustrations.

“It was
a letter from my old school chum. Netta Deatie.
She has married Warren

Nagel."
“Ahont time, I should think I" snapped Aunt Selina. “Been entrasssl for
three years. Well, don't let that put
any nonsense In your head. I uni going
to pass the day with Mrs. Wadhmns."
Olive suppressed a sigh of relief.
Her hand lovingly caressed that little
box through the folds of her dres*.
She had not told her aunt that a letrer
was
not all that the postman had
brought. She could scarcely repress
her joy at realizing that she was to
have a full day to herself.
As she
thought of the letter Xetta had writ
ten her and the box and Its Inclosure
she anticipated twelve hours filled
with girlish dreams of romance.
Olive had received her first piece of
wedding cake, for It was that the box
contained. She longed for Aunt Selins
to depart whilst she might hasten to a
favorite nook In the woods, where she
could read and reread that gushing
letter, so full of joy and hope. It was
a spot inclosed with vines—a veritable
lady's bower and one where she
was sure to lie free from Intrusion,
where she could repose on the mosi
velvety of green swards and dream the
nussrni

noors away.

Olive's correspondence with her girl
hood friend was the only variation In
an otherwise bleak and dreary exist
cnee.
Shut out from social pleasures
of every kind, she had 11 veil in fancy
and sympathy the existence of Netta.
following step by step the evenly In
the experience of her friend and longing for the aetoal companionship of
he outside w orld lha! seemed so sunshiny and sweet. When her aunt had
gone Olive put on her outing cap and
crossed the meadow In the direction of
the woods. Her eyes were bright, her
Cheeks aglow as she reached the sequestered spot where she had spent
“0 many peaceful hours weaving the
day dreams that had become a radiant
part of her life.
Olive sat down on a little knoll In
her sheltered hideout and read over
the letter that told of her dear friend's
wedding. Then she uncovered the box.
carefully folded back the paper lace
surrounding the dark rich square of
cake, broke off a corner and laughed
outright as the old-fashloued conceit
came to her mind that If she would
make a pillow of her apron and place
the hoi under It and dream on the
cake her future husband would come
to her In her sleep.

Insensibly she drifted into somew hat
Slray visions. She must have slept for

.Bangor,
They were met in Bangor by C. E.
Bellatty. director In charge of the
school, and through the courtesy of
the Bangor chamber
of commerce,
were

uuan

presided at tne

opening
exercises.
It is rather a remarkable
coincidence that something like a
quarter Qt a century ago Dean Lord
was graduated
from high school in
that same building, and a few years
later stood on the same platform as
He said he
principal of the school.
felt like a Rip Van Winkle, as he
stood there again facing that room
full of boys.
Dean Lord then introduced Congressman Peters, who quickly got on
friendly terms with the boys, telling
them something of Ellsworth and of
Maine, and bidding them welcome to
the city.
Others speakers of the morning
were Dr. Eugene
R.
Kelley, state
health
commissioner of Massachusetts and A. J. Sullivan, representing
the federal
board
for
vocational
Mr. Sullivan in his retraining.
marks mentioned the fact that while
some 40.000 former service men were
taking similar courses under federal
direction, this school In Ellsworth
was the only one of its kind in the
country, was made possible only after
considerable opposition from department heads, and was being watched
with Interest from Washington.
On
the results obtained, largely dependent upon the boys themselves, depended the continuance of this and
the starting of similar schools next
ix>rn

I

North Lamoille.
Eugene Hodgkins and wife of Waltham. Mass., are spending their varation with hla father. Rufus Hodgkins.
Lincoln Hagan and son Lawrence
,
of Milo are here for the holidays.
|
Lewie Smith Is home from Bath
]
for the holidays.
,
Carl Salisbury spent several days
'the ftrst of the week with relatives
! here.
Mrs Charlotte Hopkins and two
children of Trenton are boarding at
; 1. N. Salisbury's.
Harry Dlnsmore. wife and daughter June of Brewer are visiting their
parents, Ed. Maddox and wife
Amos Morse, wife and baby of
Worcester, Mass., are visiting his
mother, Mrs. Coleman Hagan.
A party of twenty-nine here celebrated the Fourth by going to Blunts
Pond for a picnic dinner.
July 5.
Y.

day of November. A. D. 1513. and recorded In the Hancock County Registry
of Deeds in book 501
page 413. conveyed to Peter MrKensie of said Sullivan. a certain lot or parcel of land situated in said Sullivan, to wit. North
Nuhvan, bounded and described as follows
Commencing at a stake on the
east side of the road
leading to the
quarry of Alonso Abbott and at the
southwest corner of the lot herein conveyed. thence north 43S% degree* east
one hundred four and thirty-five hundredths 1104.35) feet to a stake, thence
south 45 H degrees east one hundred
seventy-three <173) feet to a stake;
thence south 4 3t* degrees west one
hundred
four
and
thirty-five hundredths <194.35) feet to a stake, thence
north 45** degrees west one hundred
seventy-three < 173> feet to place of
beginning, with all buildings and improvements thereon.
And whereas, the condition of said
mortgage has been and still remains

broken.

Now
therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof. I claim
a
foreclosure of said mortgage, and
give this notice for that purpose.
Sullivan. Me.. June 39. 192*.
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How to

i

ill.-.n

set

I
(

Catarrhal

111

■

■

\

Te I S

*

Dii-nond.
!*■ res'ed by
placing
|.«H:
The luster
of a mu- gem will not I. effected by
this operation. whIV •lie spurious brlllisncv of pB-’c Imitations will be totally destroy .-<1 ! y it.
A

-1

m-v

!•«

Cannot

Ikafitos

Be Cared

1»y local

applications. a* they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There !• only one may to cure catarrhal
deafness. and that la by a constitutional remedy.
Catarrhal Deafn*** la
caused by an Inflamed condition of the
j mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube is inflamed you have a
1
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing,
j and when it is entirely dosed. Deafness
; is the result, Unless the inflammation
can be reduced and this tube restored
1
to Its normal condition hearing will be
j destroyed forever. Many cases of deafness are caused by catarrh, mblch is an
inflamed condition of the mucous surfates.
Hall's Catarrh
Medicine acts
i through the blood on the mucous surI faces of the system.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
I for any case of Catarrhal Deafness that
cannot be
cured
Hall’s Catarrh
by
[
I Medicine. Circular* free. All Druggists '75c.
F. J CHEXIST * CO.. Toledo. O.

PETITION P«H 1* % RTIT IO N.
To the H«*iioral>lr Jimllr** of !h»* 8uI»r*me Judicial Court nest to be held
at
Ellsworth
within and for the
County *>f Hancock and State of
Maine, on the Second Tuesday of
October, A D 192ft
Respectfully represents Michael D.
Eaton and Matthew M Katon of l it tic
Deer late. Alonso f* Katon and Charles
A. Katon of Sunshin*
Jrnnle Weed of
Stonlngton. at) in said County of Hancock. that they are jointly and In com*
won seised tn fee simple of and In •
certain undivided part of certain real
state situated tn said Little Dear Isle.
In the toon of Deer Isle, in said County of Hancock, bounded on the northa *»#i
by land now or formerly of William Waster, on the northeast by land
now or formerly of Haskell ft. Hardy,
on the southeast by land now or formerly of Peter Haskell, and on the
southwest by the waters of the Penobscot bay. said lot containing thirty-six
Ml non or \m*. that your petitioners are jointly and in equal shares the
owners of ten forty-second parts thereof. that Louts Katon. whoa, address Is
to your petitioners unknown, is the owner of two forty-second parts, that the
heirs
successors
or
assigns of one
Susan H Scott, deceased, whose names
and addresses are to your petitioners
unknown, are the owners of twentyone
forty-second parts thereof; that
the heirs successors or assigns of Nellie
Katon
whose
Torrey. deceased,
names and addresses are to your petitioners unknown, are the owners of
seven forty-second parts thereof; and
that the heirs, successors or assigns of
Rodney Katon. deceased, whose names
and addresses are to your petitioners
unknown, are the owners of two fortysecond parts thereof;
That your petitioners desire to have
and to hold their ten
forty-second
parts In severalty from the remaining
thirty-two forty-second parts thereof.
Wherefore your petitioners pray that
such notice as may be deemed suitable
by your Honorable Court be ordered to
all persons Interested therein; that
commissioners be appointed, and that
the
of
Interest
petitioners be set
out to them to be by them held In fee
and In severalty separate from the
ownership of all the other co-tenants
of said premises described.
MATTHEW KATON.
CHARLES A
KATON.
ALONZO r. EATON.
JKNN1K W BED.
MICHAEL D
EATON.

[

j

IDS MU

OK

ki \T.

MOUNT DESERT ISLAND.
MAINE
TEN-ROOM FI RMHHKD

fireplace#, running

mater,
acre#

front,

m*ater

M.AMlW.
birch grove.

HI

AT SEAL COVE
Moderate terms.
Address
K W. FA N MAG, Heraard. Maine.

The regular work of the school will
to-morrow
begin
at
8
morning
FOR SALE.
o'clock.
The hours of session will be
! A
NEW
MlLCHED
HEIFEIU
T WO
from 8 to 12 and 1 to 3.
There will years old. grade Jersey
O. W. Clay
be no sessions Wednesday afternoons
Bluehlll. Maine.
or

on

Saturdays.
-o-

A SMALL CATBOAT. WITH RIGGING
Oi good condition, belonging to H
C.
Emery
Apply to F. G. Allinson. Hancock Point. Maine

FOUND.
HOll BAKERY ON JUNE IS. A
sum
of money.
Owner can
recover
same by proving property and paying
for this advertisement.
IN

IXWT.
STRING OF GOLD HEADS BETWEEN

{ l«amoine and Ellaworth, or perhaps in
Ellsworth. Finder please return to
Geo. L. McLellan. R. 2. Ellsworth, or
leave

at

STATE OF MAINE.
HANCOCK s*
Sup. Jud Court.
October Term. 1919.
On the foregoing petition it is ordered that the petitioners give notice
to
the
parties
respondent
«whose
names and addresses are alleged to be
unknown to petitioners) by causing an
attested copy of said petition and of
this order thereon to be published for
three successive weeks In the Ellsworth Ameri'wn
a
public newspaper
published in Ellsworth in said County
of Hancock, and said petitioners are
further ordered to send by registered
mall to each of said respondents whose
name and address may at a
sufficiently
early date become known to said petitioners. a marked copy of said Ellsworth American containing said published notice, all at least three weeks
prior to the Fourth Tuesday of April
A. D. 192ft. tha; said respondents
may
then appear before our said Court then
to be held at said Ellsworth. In and for
said County of Hancock, and answer
and be heard.
October 2*. 19i»
A
M. SPEAR.
Preaiding Justice.

American office.

WANTED.
BUTTER CUSTOMERS WANTED ADdress Irving A. Stuckpole. II. 3. Klls-

I worth.

MEIUE HELP

WANTED.

WANTED
WITH
TEAM
MAN
OR
auto, who can give bond to sell IS?
Watkins home
and
farm
products.
concern
of kind in world.
Biggest
S1500 to 15000 yearly Income.
This
Write
R.
county
open.
to-day. J.
Watkins Co., Dept. 114. Winona. Minn.

FEMALE

HELP

WANTED.

GIRL FOR GENERAL

HOUSEWORK;
highest
Apply to Mr*. O. W.
Tapley, Ellsworth.

i A CAPABLE HOUSE GIRL FOR FAMof three.
Good wago
Applj Mr#.
Ohas. D. H&aty. 201 Main 8t.. Auburn.

| Ily

HANCOCK

Maine.

WANTED
; 30t GIRUI AND WOMEN
I for Mt. Kineo
White Mountain#
Poland and all the leading and reliable
Bummer and year-around hotel#
Our
i Hat it a big one.
Don't engage any* where until
you rail or correspond with
It will pay to do bo
All fine tip
I ua
hotel#.
Fare*
paid
good treatment.
I Write to the Maine Hotel Agency. 47
Main St.
iestablished
Bangor. Me..
I 1881 f and get the beat. Tel connectlona.

j

_lt

;

Sup. Jud. Court.
April T*-rm, 1920.

pop
laintifYs' motion, above order
notice Is extended, upon same provisions to be completed at least three
*veeks prior to second
Tuesday of October. 1920.
«Signed) JOHN A MORRILL.
Presiding Justice.

STATE OF MAI^iR.
Notice.
conformity with the provisions of
Chapter J2 of the Revised statutes, as
amended, and deeming It for the best
interests of the State, the Commissioner of Inland Fisheries and Game
hereby
the
promulgates
following
regulations relating to fishing in Birch
Harbor pond, so-called, which pond is
situated in the town of Winter Harbor.
In the County of Hancock.
RULES AND REGULATIONS,
from July 12. a. D mo it shall be unSertion 1.
For a period of four years
lawful for any person to fish for. take
catch or kill any kind of n»h at
any
B‘rch Harbor pond, aa-callcd.
which pond la altuatrd In the town of
Harbor' ,n th* County of HanIn

ALICE H. SCOTT,
Specialty made of
TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING

PAUPER NOTICE.
HAVING CONTRACTED WITH THE
city of Ellsworth to support and care
for those who may need assistance
during five years beginning Jan. t,
1920 and are legal residents of Ellsworth.
I forbid all persons trusting
them on my account, as there is plenty
of room and accommodations to cars
for them at the City Farm house.
M. R CARLISLE.

*•

of

PROF ES8IOX AL CARDS.

ANl
GENERAL Cl ERICAL WORK
Agent Union Safe Deposit A Trust Co
of Portland, fo- furnishing
Probatt
and Surety Bonds.
Agent OUrer Typewriter
Typewriter supplies.
No. 1 School St.. Ellsworth. Me.

peter McKenzie,

B. ttiaisdeil. his attorney.

NOTH K 05' POItKt |.<;«| HE.
Whereas. James Lynch, late of Ellsworth. Hancock County and State of
Maine, deceased. In his life time, by his
mortgage deed, dated April 10. 1335.
and recorded in the Hancock County.
Maine. Registry of Deeds. April 15,
1535. In book 211. page 372, conveyed to
Walter M. Haines, late of said KUaworth, deceased, a certain lot or parcel
of land with the building* thereon, situated in said Kilsworth and bounded
and described as follows namely:
Beginning on the northeasterly side
of the County road leading from Ellsworth to Ellsworth Falls, at the southwest
corner of land conveyed by
John Smith to Hiram West, being lot
now- owned and
occupied by Charles
Lynch, thence north 75 degrees east it
rods thence south 23 degrees east 12 V*
rods, thence south 57 degrees west 14
rods to the said County road; thence on
same road 12** rods to the point of beginning. with all buildings thereon
Being the same premises described as
conveyed in deed from St. John Smith
to James Lynch, dated June 27
1853.
and
recorded
In
Hancock
County.
Maine. Registry of rVeds. In book 131.
page 45.
The courses above given are by compass in September. 1551.
And whereas 1. Phronia l* Hagerthy.
am the sob- executrix and legatee, under the will of said Walter M Haines,
as J’hronia L Haiti* *; and w hereas the
conditions
of
maid
have
mortgage
been broken and now remain broken,
now
therefore, by rmson of the breach
of the conditions thereof. I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage and give
this notice for that purpose
PHRONIA L HAdERTHT.
Ellsworth. June 3f. 1829.

j

year.

hour when she awoke and her eyes
Trenton.
half unclosed. The vines at one end
Mrs. Bertha Bunker returned home
of the nook were drawn aside and Saturday from Bangor.
Leland B. Hopkins has sold his
there stood revealed In the bright sunNORTH ELLSWORTH.
light a young man arrayed In the | heavy draft horses to Norman Beaton. and has gone to Calais, where
Lloyd Burr, wife and infant daugh- silken garb of a chevalier of an age he has employment.
long gone by, a Jeweled sword at his
ter Maxine of Curtis Corner, were
Mrs. Perry returned to her home
side, a Jaunty hat with pure white in
guests of Mrs .Burr's parents, S. W.
Harrington Monday, after several
set
DeWitt and wife during the weekhis
head.
The
face weeks with her daughter. Mrs. Hayplumes
upon
end
Olive would never cease to remember. den Bunker.
Mrs.
Ethel
Haynes spent the She smiled and the Intruder smiled
Arthur Richardson, while stepping
"Fourth here with her mother, Mrs.
back.
She sighed deliciously, for to ! from a truck Monday, was struck bv
Hannah Maddocks.
her It was surely fancy—a dream In another car and knocked down, reOilman Bickford has been at home
this hour of fantasies. Then a whistle ; ceiving two cuts on his head and one
from Boston for a few days.
i on the leg.
sounded outside and the handsome
Miss Harriet Frost is at home from
Mrs Mabel Blanchard of SomerBangor high school, and Chester Mad- ! chevalier faded away like a spirit Id j vtlle. Mass., is with her sister, Mrs.
docks from his school in Malden. | thin air.
Addle
Copp.
j
Mass., for the summer.
Olive closed her eyes, smilingly reB. F. Jordan spent Saturday night
Miss Corace Smith, who was recalling her dream, longing for a world and Sunday at home.
cently graduated from Machias high
Russell B. Moore was home from
where dreams come true.
When she
school, is with her mother. Mrs. Inez went home she wrote a
long letter to Bath Sunday and Monday.
Smith, for the summer.
5.
July
D.
Netta. -eeltlng the Incident of her
Mias Alice Carpenter of Southwest
■o“phantom lover” and felicitating over
Harbor is boarding with Mrs. Forrest
East Bluehi!).
the
Ideal
suitor
that
Moore.
fancy had
Miss Ethel White is home from
Mrs. Mary J. Perry. Harold Madbrought to her.
Waltham,
Mass.,
for a few weeks,
docks and family and Joseph Nason
“Mrs. Wadharas has her hands full
George Carter and wife of Waland wife visited Mrs. Perry’s daughwith ten transient hoarders." recited j tham
Mass., are spending a few days
ter. Mrs. Frank Hodgdon. at Tremont
her aunt, when she returned. "There's with Mrs. Carter's
mother. Mrs. LeSunday.
a party of movie people acting out a
nora Wight.
Nicolin grange met July 3.
A
for
the
author.
He's
the
Mrs.
main
Archie
play
Long returned home
committee on economics was appointed. The program:
Reading. actor, too. We saw them play a part Tuesday from Waltham. Mass. She
of It—a Spanish play, 1 think, for Mr. was accompanied by her sister, Mrs.
Lizzie Nason; piano solo. Marjorie
Richardson;
E.
Davenal, the principal character, wore Fred Williamson, with daughter Glen
reading.
George
who will spend a few weeks with het
Davis; reading, worthy lecturer.
It
a regular court suit Just like I've seen
mother. Mrs. John Tufts.
was voted to have a box supper at the
in pictures, plumed hat, blue silk coat
Mrs. John Charnley and Mrs. Wilae.wt meeting. July 17.
sword.
what
is
the
matJeweled
Why.
liam Farnsworth and daughter Nellie
ter, Olive?"
are home from North Dighton. Mass
Precursor of the Piano.
“Oh. nothing, aunt," declared Olive,
Mrs. Jones and little daughtei
The banw|r*tiord. comparatively modsuppressing a cry of enlightenment Natalie of Taunton. Mass., are visit
ern, repres sed an attempt to conMrs. Jones' sister. Mrs. Farns
ing
"Tell me more about him—them." and
a
struct
horizontal harn that was
worth.
In a few minutes Olive was assured
William Gluckman of Jersey Cit)
played upon by means of oblong wood- that her cavalier visitor was an actu
and Miss Florene Helneman of Hollis
en keys
"Jacks." Our piano is
allty.
N. Y.. are here for the summer.
• modified and Improved harpsicord,
Two nights later she knew It. She
July 6.
R.
Invented la 1711 by Bartolomeo Cristowas awakened from sleep to And the
falo of Padua.
room full of smoke; outside all
anWest Sedgwick.
aglare. Some one dashed Into the
Congratulations are extended U
with the quick command ;
apartment
State ot Ohio. City of Toledo.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Gray on th<
“Wrap yourself up In the hedspreae birth of a
Lucas County, as.
son.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that h<
and ril try to get you to safety. The
Emery and Freeman Gray, who ari
Is senior partner of the Arm of F. J
house Is on fire!" And amid the flame
Cheney & (y>.. doing business in th<
in
Dark Harbor, are homi
employed
City of Toledo. County and State afore
radiance Olive recognised the Intrudei
for the Fourth.
said, and that said firm wilt pay th<
of
her
woodland
bower.
of
ONE
HUNDRED
Frank W. Gray has purchased t
sum
DOLLARS fo
•ach and every case of Catarrh tha
Raymond Davenal was Just roroan new car.
ran not be cured by the use of HALL’S 1
tic enough to see the workings >ef des
CATARRH MEDICINE.
Andrew and Raymond Gray an
FRANK J. CHENEY.
tiny In these two e>gei meetings Res employed
by Roy Allen at Nortt
Sworn to before me and subscribe* I
cuer, and her ideal, to Olive he became
Sedgwick.
fn my presence, this *th day of Decern
the center of all her thoughts afte
A. W. GLEASON.
>er. A D. Iff*.
Mrs. Edith Thomas. Maud Gra;
(Seal)
Notary Public
that, and when she wrote again to he
and Evelyn Staples baTe gone ti
Hall's Catarrh Medicine is taken In
friend
Netta
It
was to announce tha
the
b’ood oi
Rangeley Lakes to work for the sum
ternally and acts through
the Mucous Surfaces of the System
she bad become engaged to Raymone I
mer.
Send for testimonials, free.
!
“the
author
of
the
most pop
Davenal,
Irving Candage and family hav<
F J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. O.
Sold by tP druggists. 75c.
alar photo playa on tha motion picture
gone to Sedgwick
for the
hayini
Ha*l
Family Pills for constipation
season.
•ereen 1"
an

WfctfWi. Ph»b# Hodfkinii of Sulll*
County of Hancock State of Maine,
bjr her mortgage deed dated the fifth

1*11011 %TK \OTI(
K,
Salle* la hereby riven tv.,

van.

hotel. Bar Harbor.
Mtaa Helen Munsey of Buck's Harbor was the guest of Capt. Charles
J Hoditkfns and wife last week.
Edward Higgins is spendlna a few
days with bis aunt. Miss Phosle HigPaul Smith of Walpole. Mass..
gins.
Is his guest.
Joseph B Hodgkins and bride arrived Saturday for a part of thetr
honeymoon with hla parents.
Dewey Smith Is building a large
barn to take the place of two smaller
ones that hare been torn down.
MISs Helen Hodgkins of Watervllla
Is spending a few days with her uncle. F. L. Hodgkins, before the arrival of the rest of the family.
Mr*. Nora Lindsey is visiting her
daughter. Miss Jessie, on the Crane
! farm.
R.
July 5.

The formal opening of the summer
school In Ellsworth, under the auspices of the College of Business Administration of
Boston
university,
takes place to-day.
The main bunch
of students, practically all of them
former service men. arrived In Ellsworth
All
afternoon.
yesterday
were In good spirits after a delightful trip down from Boston by boat to

given a short ride about the
city before taking the train for Ellsworth.
In Ellsworth. Steward L. A. Oadbois had supper ready for them at
the banquet hall at the Odd Fellows
block soon after their arrival, and It
was a good supper, too—pork chops,
apple sauce, green peas, potatoes, lea.
Ice-cream and cake.
This first supper in Ellsworth was
made the occasion
for a little Informal welcome to the boys, extended
by President C. H. Inland of the Ellsworth board of trade, and M. V McGown.
James Walsh. George Hoye
and Raymond Gardner, of the advance guard of students
who have
been here getting the camp In readiness. told the boys a
lot
of
nice
things about Ellsworth and Ellsworth
as
had
found
them.
people
they
Harold A. Robinson, captain of the
Ellsworth baseball team, on behalf of
the Ellsworth athletic club offered
the use of the athletic field to the
boys during their stay here.
After supper the Ellsworth board
of trade furnished automobiles to
take the boya to the rooms assigned
to them.
The formal opening of the school
took place this morning at Id o'clock
at the high school building, with
eighty-sis students in attendance,
l-ater arrivals are expected to bring
the total enrollment up to ninetyfive.

NOTH E OF rOHErLOilHK.

Laatotar.

Eugene Covey and Harold Kins
have employment at the St. Sauveur

I

'*?*.*.**

c'.kter

Section t
It ahall atao be unlawful
for any person to have in possession at
any time any kind of fish taken in
Mol*tIon of any
provision of these

regulations

WIT.I.IK K PARSONS.
C ommiawoncr of Inlaud Fisheries
and
Oame.
Dated at Au*yeta. Maine, thia S»th
day of June. A D. me
_

lowtn* appointments
bjr the probate court within
of Hancock. State
Kmmn Hortenae I
ark. New
Jersey,
deceased
Prosser of
said
Newark

County

executor

of the laat will

o

i°I

N*w-

iud*“n

d.Te „f"d

of said deceased.
June *. A. D 1*30.
Kol
dent of the State of
Maine
pointed T H Smith if
the County of

*•>« tot.

ana",form*d»
C

*PPo«nt»d

b?|“*U®c*Uo»
r*»u
hi* t*

SuK^JW«*'•

Hancock.

Mw*«.

•«

•? Sifts

*rl,o>unt j*rk'dice mM**' rln'm"1.""L*

said
11
Parker
of
H
said
Bluehui
executrix of the laat will
aid
of said deceased, date
of
OI
June 1. A. I).
Helen M. Ileal, late of rn.sald
i»
county,
deceased
Walsh of said
J
executor of the last will
M
and
of said deceased; date 0f
June l. a. r>.
Sylvia Conary. late of D„r
said
county.
deceased.
t onnry of
8
ftcarsport. Maine
executor of the laat will and
of »Ald deceased. date of
*tt*Uftcat|0tt
June 10. A. D. 1920.
IftAiah W. Bowden. late of Oawsks
in said county
Bowden of said Penohscot.
executrix of Hie laat will and
of aald decease.-; date Of
uuaiincatio,
June i. a. D. i»:».
I. tnlly H. Dunbar, late of
Orlsnd i.*
said county, deceased.
Ilodl. k u
bar of said Orland. appointed
of the last will and
or quallllcalIon
June I.
Ruth H. Lowall, late of Burkaaort u
»M county. deceased.
Roy it
of said Hurkaport. appointed
of the last win and testament exectuor
of
of quaUllcml,<)n

tJJf01
auiTr«*m,«>
duallficstioa

t»ti.

smI0**1-

KuSworth ^n?
feXm
nila,flam*nt

dualiflcatiaa

mV

Hermni,'
iSS

fEJSt!**4

qualiii*B!?m

dereised

»»»!.,*;
(eLi?2it!

quiuiw?"

testament”^?!

decensed^date

Hr,mi.

ju#7i.

lTw#,Ul*

John Olsen, late of Southwest
Ha*,
bor. In aald county. deceased
vv n
IMaisdeU of Sullivan. Maim*, publl,
ministrator for Hancock countv an
pointed administrator of the
of
aald de< eas.-d. date
of
qual|flcattn»
June * A..IX 1*2«.
Owen K Freethey, late of Brookiln
In
an id
dn.na.Mi
county.
Ktta T
Carter of Rock port. Maine appointed
administratrix of the estate of said d*.
ceased: date of qualification Juris l *
A
rv 1020
Father K. Freetkey. late of Brookiln
in
said
county.
gits T
Carter of Rockport. Maine, appointed
administratrix of the estate of
«|f.
ceased, date of qualification June 1 A
1» 1920
Daisy Fordney. late of Mo's... ,\:a.
Kama deceased.
Alice H. Scott of Ellsworth Maine appointed adminls'ratrix
of the .state of said deceased. date 0f
qualification June $. A. D 1 S»2«»
Jasper N. Starvenl. late of S. drvrick,
in aald county, deceased
Fred J Sira* nt of said Beds wick, appot r.t«-l
ministrator of the estate of rxid <j*.eased, date of qualification Mat 11 A
l\ l<.2e
Abide It Sargent. late of
Isw k
Fred j s*rIn said county, deceased.
S*nt of said Sedgwick. appoint./, 1 .4ministrator of the estate of r-.i.d
ceased; date of qualification May 11 A
D. 10X0.
Jam** A. Homer, late of Bu--ksport,
Mildred T
In said county. deceased
Ituetduc of said Iturksport. appointed
s;cd deadministratrix of the estate
ceased. date of qualification June 1 .v.
I>. 102«
!*•
f •;
J. Albert Ha ratoon d, lat*\\
R
born. in said county, deceased
lilaisdell of Sullivan. Maine, appointed
i**administrator of the estate of s.i.
ceased, date of qualification June S. A
D 10X0
linte.l at Ktl*worth, this th rt w d.ijr
of June. A I>. 102"
ROBERT P KINO

■.?

■

liecistrr.

nr

\i

k. or

mum

COUNTT OF HANCOCK

**

June 2«. A 1» 15*20
Taken this 2*th day of June A D.
A
D
1*20. on execution dated Jun*
issued on a Judgment rer.'l»-r»d
1*20
by the Superior Court in and U>r ttrounty of Panobseot. State of Maun** at
the term thereof begun and held on the
*t
D 1>(lr«t Tue*dijr of May A
llangor. in county of Penobscot S'at*
aforesaid, to wit. on the first da> of
I* >
June A D 1*20. in favor of T»
Company, a corporation duly organised
tr,<?
of
law*
the
and existing under
Slate of Maine, and having an
liahed place of kMialnets at Mid Hangor
agatnat Charles H Abbott, of said Banfor ftl.at debt or damage and
gor
* >id at
$43 20 costs of full, and will
auction on the premiere m SalMaine,
of
that**
Hancock
Ivan.
county,
nd
to the htgheal bidder, on the *•
>
•'
ten
at
1*20.
A
I>.
of
day
Auguet
r:h*d
dee
in the forenoon, the following
real estate and all the right tn>
Interest which the said Charles H Abi- ie on
bott has and had In and to the
D 1*1* At
the fifth day of March A
time
lh*10 o clock in the forenoon
tr.«
waa attached
when the earn*
wit
to
writ in the same suit,
A
certain
parrel of land "
*n
bdltdtugft thereon gttuated in hui
and l*o<*•
in said County of H*n>o.K
1•♦#'»*
ed and 4**erthod as follow*
**•
t
ning on the northerly aide of
the westerly line o. -ana
road, at
Margaret
owned
by
formerly
»,r* *Anow d#<'«tf*d; thence norther.>
a
town road eleven til) rods to
nftee:
and stone; thence easterly
stake and stonr
rods to a
we*
southerly eleven til) rods to the
vrly line of said Hideout land
to p!» '* ®‘
rods
<15)
fifteen
westerly
rrbe ginning
containing one acr*

fiublie

*■

«

l.idoou^

°r

K. A.

BRAOPON

Deputy Sheriff

STATE OF HAWKof
To all p«r*on« interested in either
the estate* hereinafter named
•"’*
Kat
At a probate court held
In and for the County of Han“*
day of Ju!'
th#
twenty-second
the year of our Lord one thousand
hundred and twenty and by adjourn
mmt irom the
eighth day
of said oun
term
D. 1S»20
June. A
ha'mg
matter*
The
following
there
presented for the action hereby
hereinafter indicated, it n
o
thereo.
ORDERED: That notice
given to ail persons interested
*,r p
to
order
this
causing a copy of
ln
iished three weeks success!vel>
pu
Ellsworth American, a newspaper
*
>
coun
iished at Ellsworth in said
cour
at a
may
appear
h
theyheld at Ellsworth on the th.r>
be
>W
ten O
<l«y of July A. n. I»t« at
i>e
and
forenoon,
in
the
clock
thereon if they see cause
.ksnort
Rebecca B. Trott,lute of
In mid county, decerned.A <■•«»
ia
strument purporting to be the
«
and testament of said deceased
getiter with petition for probate
the
of and for
appointment
executrix without
giving bom*.
sented by Lena R. Allen, the •*
named.
therein
H*Tn
Sarah J. Sumner, late of V\ inter
a
bor. In said county, deceased
lhe
to
tain Instrument purporting
»»»
and testament of
last will
0.
*®
with
petition
teased together
me«l
bate thereof and for th# apifrOln w
of Fred L. Hadley, administrator
r
the will annexed, presented by
^
Hadley, a beneficiary. No exetu
will.
named
In
said
lng
».rtUnt
i-arollne T H. 8ora.«. »•*«
PeDesert, in said county.
*.»nr
*
or
Some#
tltion that
Fred Hadother suitable person be app°»®
^
minis!rator of the estate of **

P^bnte

-*Tl"
v

u\rl*

■

°L

.**eed. without Riving bond■
by Fred H. SoraeB. son of B.
DoriB E. Morey. VlvUn
V. Morev. mlnorB of

anted

t 'nd

*°fr^,‘ne.
j0.

Mndelyn

t-»«

Potltlon
Bold county.
Bt-ph A. Morey, guardian, for
Sell certain real estate of
more
situated in said Cast Ins and
described in said petition.
m

to

IIlCJ{|norB.
fully

tvitm-»B. Rrrtrand E. Clark,
laid court at Elloworth this
our
second day of Juno lai the_
ar.J
l.ord in. thouaand nine hundr
twenty.
.....
ROBERT P KINO. Rctf4*1

y«»'^“

A

copy
Attmt

true

ROBERT

P.

RK1> CROStt WORK.

-iSttysabSKirsjsi

rhri'llnr B. Higgins Horfwh
Nnr».
>iiw Gould a* Co"i>*J
B Higgins ha* been
«tM Christine

fcrs'&'Kr*

«(«.

■”

•

NEW

••*k-*a

Ellsworth Assured 11 Modern Houw
and IVd of Pictures.
Ellsworth Is to have a new and
thoroughly up-to-data picture theatre,
and coupled up with an organization
that will assure to Ellsworth the best
of pictures.
The adjoining blocks on Main
street known as the old
Waverly hall
building and the Forsyth block have
been purchased of Dr. A. C. Hagerthy
by Robert P. King of Ellsworth and
John T. Ferry of Bangor, who will
finance the building of the theatre.
Milton W. Stratton, architect, of Bar
Harbor, Is now In Ellsworth going
over the
present buildings preliminary to making plans for the new

"

Hills entertained
during
,h Jh* fhealth worker the
as county
last week in June Mr.
and Mrs.
of
county
chapter
Hancock
OHill
and Mr. and Mrs.
f„r the
Red CrOM, to succeed ( llfford Richardson.
•he American
Mr
Hill has
who
was
pre- returned to River
\ii*s Helen Gould,
Madeline, Quebec.
work.
continuing
M
R,chard"on to Waltham.
vented |r„n who has the
been In the Maw
SHs* Gould,
ha* accornBenjamin Johnson took a party
untv sine last fail,
M.hed an extraordinary amount of deep-sea fishing June 26, with
excelof a preliminary lent success.
It was Mr. Richard«ork in the way
arousing in- son s first experience In
.tirvev of the county.and
fishing, but
In her report
work.
,ere«t in the
i!«i<iamp i°Lhlni 88 na,»ral!y as foot-

.onotnted

*'The

ball. and he landed several
cod. a
and flounder, while Mrs.
Richardson was high line., and Miss
Helen
Hill w““ the booby
prlxe,

transportation question brings

cunnpr

great difficulty

of county
T,ie time spent In traveling
work
which
is
'he
county.
through
and
rimarilv rural, to reach homes
«o far apart, must be constdIn the new plan, as well as the
endurance required.
*ohyslcal
and
aixty-three
hundred
itr..
•ehoois were visited and health talks
Conditions
found In
all.
in
c.-n
The lightwere deplorable.
bad. and It In no
mi. t. uniformly
•mall wnder that the teachers find
of eye trouble that
the great amount
The individual drinkingthe. do
oD

one

not

and Mrs. Arthur
Oanong and
Stephen. N
'*Ue(1 «n Mr. and Mrs Thomsen
J< !> 6.
They were on the homeward
trip from Quebec. Mrs. Ganong and
Carmen motoring there to meet
Mr.
(•anohg on his return from Vancouver. B. C.
>irs
»ageneiu anti Mrs. Clark of
Steuben are guests of Mrs.
Herbert
u. Johnson.
Mrs.
Plilla
Richards and Mrs
f 111 nk Klchards hare
been recent
guests of Mrs. Julia A. Dyer.
The Frank Grahams of"Bar
Harbor
recently motored to "Colonial Farm”
as guests of the
Oeorge Grahams
Drs. George A. Fatten and
Harry
Fatten of Augusta have spent a vacation In town.
Mrs George Patten
accompanied her husband, her home
coming this year being particularly
sad. since her mother. Mrs. Herman
Smith. Is no longer with her.
Miss Winona Young is
visiting her
aunt. Mrs. C. W. Doyle.
In the passing out of Mrs. Ann S.
Cummings, a womanly woman of rare
personality. Integrity and broadmindedness has left her earthly
home, which she so dearly loved, hut
her presence will linger as an Incentive to right living and just
dealing.
All have felt the cheerful friendliness
which she radiated from her windowoverlooking the bay and hills, from
which she renewed her courage and
“marched breast forward."
July 5.
H.

prevalent

more

The front and east and west side
walls of the present buildings will be
preserved so far as possible, but the
front will be so altered with stucco
work us to entirely change its appearance.
The rear wall will be taken out entirely, and the
building run
back sixteen feet farther.
This will
give a building with sixty feet front
on Main street and a
depth of eightyslz feet.
The location is ideal for a
picture house, especially ns to safety
of the audience in case of Are. as
there are rights of way on each side
of the building and in the rear.
The
building will, therefore, have exits on
ail four sides, eight in all.
The entrance. of course, will be on Main

daughter Carmen, of St

Several

fortunately

building.

Mr

Schools
Jfdl

cun is

although

skunked.

In comparatively
than 1* was. and
tew Instances was the common cup

The toilet accommodations are
The usual oldoften unspeakable.
fashloned out-house predominate*
b bad. hvgenlcally and morally.
The need of dental work for the
children is urgent In all localities.
Stunner clinic* brought to the more
Isolated district* might be a bl* feature of a public health program.
Bar Harbor I* now the headquarchapter of the
ter of the county
American Ked Cross. Ellsworth havto* served very faithfully during the
The officers are
jearr of the war.
efficient and interested and the busters* of the county Is well conducted.
The Bar Harbor branch has a
splendid home service worker and the
eiservice men have received every
possible nstderatlon and attention.
The actual need of the work Is exceed infly pressing. Particularly edund
prevention are needed,
cation
aside ft- tt stinpiy caring for people
are
I!.'
rrtilly 111.
sfler
9igc— tions for future work are
That th» county chapter assist with
in helping the more Interits fund
ested ranches to secure nurses to be
.pported by the town or
partly
towns in which they work.
Tha' the opening wedge of all
work be made through the schools.
That the Red Cross shall stand for
medical inspection In schools and see
that towns provide for it.

4„ii

street.

The interior equipment will be
modern
in every particular.
The
floor will be sloping,
with
roomy,
stationary chairs, seating about 525
It will he built as a strictly
people.
picture theatre, but a small stage
will be built to accommodate vaudeville

Helen and Miriam Rounds of Bangor spent (he week-end at Clarence

George E. Gray and family and
George E. Maddoeks and family have
been at the Gray camp at Beech Hill
lake since Saturday.

Ernest

Saunders
and
Clarence
Hopkins are hauling wood for Herbert Young and boarding at Clarence
Young's.
William Emery and wife of Lexington, Mass., arrived to-day to spend
two weeks at their home here. Their
trundson. Joseph Leighton. Is with
them.
"Hubbard."
July 5.

Miss Ethel Crocker and Harvard E.

Gray have been home from Bangor
for several days.
Mrs. Fred J. Maddoeks
has
returned home from the Eastern Maine
general hospital at Bangor, where
she has been for several weeks for
treatment.
I.eon G
Flood and
Miss
Helen
Kirkpatrick of Bangor spent Sunday
and Monday at Mr. Flood’s home.
Frank Haslam and wife of Bar
Harbor and Leroy Haslam and wife
of Bangor spent Sunday and Monday
with
their
Mrs.
Abbie
mother,
Haslam.
Kev. J. D. Prigmore and family of
New Haven. Conn., are occupying the
Haynes camp at Green Lake for July.
Mr. and Mrs. Prigmore's friends are
glad to see them.
Mrs. Alfred P. Doyle of Bar Harbor
spent a part of last week here.
Warren Jordan and wife of Bangor
spent the Fourth her®.
Ernest White and wife of Bath are
spending the week with Mrs. White's
parents. William H. Fernald and

Subscribe for The American

Shop

EXPERT MERE

wife.

Eben Whitcomb returned to Washington. D. C., Monday, after a week
at home.
Charlotte
and
Misses .Frances,
Helen Loweree came from New York
last week to spend the summer here.
with
Mrs.
FitsMorris,
Dwight
daughter Sylvia, is visiting her parents. W. H. Brown and wife.
F. H •Lowell, wife and son Erdrnan
have moved here from Tarrytown. N.
Y.. where they have lived the past
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
fourteen years.
will live with Mrs. Lowells father,
Almond G. Jelllson.
Mrs. Oscar Doyle is home from
Bo. ton. where she has been for several months.
Edward R. Dunham and wife are
home from a visit in Stonington.

12, IQ20

from Chicago has boon loaned to this

at considerable expense,

by

I>r. Win. M.

foot

Scholl,
people

authority. Foot-bothered
si "uld not lose this
opportunity for examination and
advice, absolutely free. This specialist is a member of
,:i,‘ staff of Or.
Scholl, the great foot authority, and
trained
personally
by him. Corns, bunions, callouses, weak arches, flat foot, weak ankles, cramping;

-o-

LAKEWOOD.

rheumatic foot and all other foot discomforts, can
relieved at once. You don’t have to wear freaky

Miss Julia Barron is visiting her
She was
aunt. Mrs. Alfred Garland.
graduated from Bowdoin college this

'•

i"'

shoe*.

You

can

gain foot comfqrt and

wear

spring.

the shoes

Mrs. Frank Boynton of Gorham,
and her daughter. Mrs. McIntosh and
two children, of Durham, have returned to their homes.
They have
been visiting Mrs. Boynton's mother,
Mrs. James Moore.
Mrs. John Spearin of East Orange,
N. J., Is visiting her sister, Mrs.
James Garland.
Mr. and Mrs. Aby Garland have
gone to Muscongus island to visit
their son Percy,

you like.

ALL

WELCOME!
i

HARVARD

UNIVERSITY

DENTAL SCHOOLA

Field

of

Big Opportunities
unlimited demiad for skiPed dentist* and
The Harvtrd University Denoffer* a moat thorough and efficient training
in this intere-tiog profession
For those who wish to
specialise there a*e c»ur*es in Ifeai Surgery, Ortho*
doutia (atratgbteuing the teeth.1 ana other branches.
There

A

To

tal

Specialize

Instr jction
and

Equipment

No Entrance

Examination
EUUENe

is

an

specialist* In dentistry

Chance

SchtH*l

Leading dentists of Boston mod vicinity
of this work. Association with tbe*e nieu
not
from a technical view-point, but
way. Ultra-mod*ru equipment, the most
any school of its kind.

only

have charge
is invaluable,

practical
up-to-date of

in

a

Holders of diplomas of high schools covering required subjects are admitted without es*min*ti »n. in
*epfenjber. ||B One year io college required (or entrance
fe«Ai->a

cost
about
ornament to

KLI-iSWORTH FALLS.

Young's.

Monday, July

recojmized

an

Main street, anil a desirable addition
to the city.
Work will begin just as
soon as possible, and it Is
hoped to
have the theatre ready for opening in
October.
But the feuture of greatest importance is the class
of pictures the
building of this theatre will bring to
Ellsworth.
The builder have entered into an agreement with one of
tile largest distributing organizations
In New England, for a term of ten
years, to include this theatre In its
chain.
This will assure to Ellsworth
films now shown only In the larger
cities or towns in a similar chuln. as
they are too expensive for production under private management in
towns the size of Ellsworth.

Ellsworth, Maine

th<-

will

daya.

Collins’ Shoe

specialist

plays.
building

$25,000, and will be

Partridge Cove.
A meeting of the
Lamolne
and
Marlboro hoys' and girls' club was
held at the Partridge Cove schoolhouse July 2.
After business, the
boys and girls read pieces and had
conundrums. Thirteen were present.
A. H. Mears is at home for a few

East Sullivan.
Mr. and Mrs. H. I
Thomsen of
Baltimore Md., opened their summer
home
Hilirroft," June 28.
Mi--Villa Orcutt. Doris Hatch
and Arne* Merchant are home from
leaching
Mr nd Mrs. George Whalen are In
Ejc Newport with Nathan Bunker
while Mr and Mrs. John Earrin are
home on a brief vacation.
Mr. and

A

or

The

-o-

-o..

FOOT

PHTl'RE THEATRE.

in 1921. Graduates of this school lead the proin standing and lucrative practice. For catalog

H. SMITH, O. ft. D.. DEAN. BOSTON, MASS.

_«_

Hnil's Cove.
Miss Linda Leiand has employment
in Bar Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Burke and three children of Providence, R. I., are campinn here.
Miss Lila McPike Is at home from
school in Bangor.
Mrs. McLean, two sons and daughter. of Maehlas. have returned home,
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Walter Robbins.
Mrs. Annette Hamlin and son Joseph. and Miss Lucy Hamor. of Manchester. N H.. are visiting here.
Francis Dodge, wife and daughter,
of New York, are at' The Red House"
for the summer.
Miss Grace Donnell of Northeast
Harbor visited her aunt, Mrs. Myra
Leiand. last week.
Mrs. Lucy Miles and two children,
of Madison, are visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Salisbury.
Miss Doris Hinckley has employment in Bar Harbor.
"Anne."
June 2S.
|

LOCAL AFFAIRS

Maine Central Railroad

[Continued from Page X.]

Corrected to June 28, 1920.

Core on the Fourth she caught fortythree fish; Incidentally, Mr. Gadhols

caught

Herbert K. Betts will appear at
Hancock hall next Tuesday evening
the comedy-drama, “An Arizona
Cowboy,” There will be vaudeville
specialties between the acts.
Allen Dale, the dean of dramatic
critics, has Just completed “Nobody's
Fool," a comedy, in which Augustus
Pitou. Inc., will present May Robson
the coming season.
Probably the
nearest this attraction will play to
Ellsworth is the Hollis Street theatre
in
Boston.
Winthrop G. Snelling.
Miss Robson’s manager, who has
been enjoying a vacation at Contention Cove, will return to New York
the last of this month, as rehearsals
will commence July 26.
Augusta
wife of Maurice P.
D„
Emery, died Saturday morning at her
home on State street, after an illness
of several years.
Mrs. Emery was
fifty three years of age. She was born
in Otis, a daughter of the late Peter
Easier and wife, but had made her
home in Ellsworth
since
girlhood.
She had a wide circle of friends. She
leaves, besides her husband, two sisters. Mrs. Louise Gray and Mrs. Margaret Jordan of Ellsworth Falls, and
one brother, John Busier of Dedham.
The funeral was held at the home
Monday afternoon. Rev. H. W. Conley
in

officiating.

The general board of directors of
the Union Trust Co. held Its regular monthly meeting yesterday, hut
made of it a little more than the ordinary business gathering—a sort of
get-together
time
tor
the
semiannual reports.
After the meeting
dinner was served at the Hancock
house.
Those present at the meeting were O. W. Tapley. president;
Henry H. Higgins, treasurer; Monroe
Y. McGown, assistant treasurer; William F. Campbell, Fred A. Chandler,
Lucilius A. Emery, Henry H. Gray,
George S. Hagerthy, Edwin L. Haskell. Harvard If. Havey, Frank L.
Hodgkins. L. Elrie Holmes. Bernard
S. Jellison. Frank W. Lunt. A. R.
Mace. Frank P.
Noyes. John W.
Paris. Forrest B. Snow. Arthur I...
Somes, B. E. Sylvester. Jr., T. S. Tapley. Benjamin B. Whitcomb, Galen H.

Young.

BAH EB ALB.
Ellsworth A. A. Took Two Games the
I'a>*t VVw»k.
Ellsworth A. A.
baseball
team
tucked away two more games during
the pust week.
At
Wyman
park
Saturday it defeated Harrington A.
A.. 6-5. in a heart-breaking finish.
Ellsworth started off with three runs
in the first frame, and the score remained at 3-0 until the fifth inning.
Then Harrington gathered in three
runs while
Ellsworth
added
one.
Harrington took the lead with two
more runs in the sixth inning.
The
score
remained at 5-4 in favor of
Harrington until the last inning, and
with two out in the fiaal session, it
looked dark for Ellsworth.
A little
tap by Eaton, who got home on a
wild throw to third, tied up the score.
Then Sturtevant was
hit
by the
pitcher, got around to third, and
scored on a perfect bunt by Shea, and
the game wras over, and won.
The
summary:

ELLSWORTH
ab
4
5
3
4
3
4

Sturtevant. c.
Shea. ss.
Fortier, lh.
L. Jordan. 3b.
Robinson. cf,
E. Jordan, rf.
Johnston. If.
I^ounder, 2b.
Eaton, p.

4

4
4

35

Totals.

bh po a e
10
7
10
2
4
0
0
3
119
0
0
13
3
13
0
0
0
0
0
0
110
0
0
13
10
0
0
3
4
2
1115
0
r

6 11 27

8

12

HARR NOTON.
ab r bh po a e
Plummer. If.
5
2
4
0
0
2
hs.
5
2
1110
Tyler,
0
5
0
8
0
Sprague, lb.
1
4
1
3
6
0
3
Bucknam, c.
Coffin, p.
4
0
0
1
3
0
H. Drisko. 2b.
4
0
0
3
0
2
G. Drisko. 3b,
4
0
0
1 2
2
Wood. rf.
4
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
3
0
0
Frye. cf.
Totals.
Ellsworth.

38
5
7 26 11
3
30001000 2—6
00003200 0—5
Harrington.
Two-base hits. 1 Jueknam, *L. Jordan.
Sacrifice hit, Robinson.
Stolen bases.
Shea. Plummer.
Struck-out. by Coffin
5. by Eaton 4.
Base on balls, off Eaton
1. off Coffin 1.

Monday

afternoon

Sullivan.
Ellsworth squared
with the
Sullivan team, running away with the
It was
game by a score of 12-3.
McPhee's work at the bat was
easy.
a feature, with three hits for a total
of four bases in four times up.
The
at
accounts

summary:
ELLSWORTH
ab r
Sturtevant. c,
Shea. ss.
Fortier, 11*.
L Jordan. 3b.
Robinson. of.
Johnston. If,
Austin,

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
Eastern Standard Time

one.

bh po
8
0
0
1
1 10
4
2

a

e

12

8 27

Hancock Point.
Sullivan

ab

Willey,

c.

Able. lb.
demons, ss
McKinnon. 2b.
Gordon. 3b.
M. Havey. If.

r

bh
0

M

11

po
1
l
2
0
5
0 11

a
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BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
pm

Washington.lv

Philadeh hi a.U
New York.lv
Boston via Portsmouth .lv
Bustou via Dover.lv
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notice to conductor
Daily, Sundays Included
tn*l’v
y'
i U.I'J. except Saturday,
Daily, egeep- Monday.'
Pu Un«u passengers cnly. e Mouday. Wednesday and
dn> only,
Saturday
I). C. DOUOI.ASS.
a. L. HARRIS,
V’icv-Presid^nt and Gen. Mgr.
General Passenger Agent.
Portland Maine.
I

Stops

on

signal

or on

d»vdonu-

Seal Cove.
E. L. McLean and wife, with son
ami daughter, arrived Sunday from
Augusta. Mr. McLean returned to
Augusta Monday, but will return here
MOWERS, RAKES, TEDDERS
later for his summer vacation.
Children's day was observed Sun- now in stock will Ik- sold at old price.
day. June 26. at the Baptist church. N'ext lot will cost 10 per cent, more,
A pleasing program entertained an with
freight added.
audience that filled the church.
The j
Order
machine parts now if you
program:
Opening hymn, scripture'
reading; Lord's prayer; recitations, hope to get them in season.
Theolyn Rumlll. Erma Tate; song.
Murphy children; recitation, Avis
L. E. TREADWELL,
Ashley; song, school; recitations,
Ellsworth,
Giennis Reed, Ava Rumill, Virgie
Farrell: solo. Avis Ashley; recita- Agent for International Harvester Co.
tions, Doris Robbins, Woodrow Kelof America.
ley; exercise. Gaynell, Josephine and

Still at Old Price

Marguerite Murphy; song.
Farrell, Georgia Freeman;

Virgie

recitaRumill:
exercise,
Margaret
Hodgdon
Carrie
and
Leona
Butler;
recitations.
Olive
Farrell.
Rodney
Murphy;
song,
school;
recitations,
Julia
Kelley,
Flora Robinson:solo. Minnie Butler;
duet, Lurline Rumill, Julia Kelley:
recitation. Theolyn Rumill.
Music
was furnished by Miss Lurline Rumill
Mrs. Deda Gray and Mrs. May Harper.
July 2.
N.
tion,

Lurline

PLUMBING
Hot Water
Work
HONEST

Heating, Furnace
and Jobbing.

WORK; HONEST

PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

BORN.
Bl'TLER—At Eastbrook. June 22. to
•Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Butler, a son
Ernest Leonard).
EDMUNDS—At Bethel, Vt.. June 29. to
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Edmunds a daughter < Harriett#* Br«**don).
GOOPWIN—At Franklin. June 18.
to
Mr. and Mrs. Harry It. Goodwin, a

MARRIED.
FERNALD
COOMBS
At
Franklin.
June 30. by Rev. F. W. Brooks. Miss
Celia Ft-rnuld to Forrest L. Coombs,
both of Franklin.
HAS LAM—GILES—At Eastbrook. June
1. by It* v. Ft. B. Mathews of Ellsworth, Miss Laura Haslam of Eastbrook to Everett T. Giles of Waltham.
HOOPETt—DAVIS—At Buoksport. July
2. by Rev. W. H. Cass. Miss Auverne
L. Hooper to Oscar W. Davis, both of
—

—

Bucksport.

MARKS—GRINDAL—At Bangror. July
6. by Rev. W. 1. Genj<e. Miss Myrle M.
Marks of Bucksport to Charles Carroll Grindal of Ellsworth.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone J78-2.

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
111 Kinds of 1 sundry Work.

BULGED—At Cranberry Isles. June 29.
Georg*- W. Buger. aged 66 years.
EDE2<—At Franklin. June 25. Mrs. Mildred Wooster Edes. aged 35 years. 4
months. 13 flays.
EMERY—At Ellsworth.
July 3. Augusta D.. wife of Maurice P. Emery,
aged 53 years. 4 months.
HALL—At Brooklyn. June 29. Charles
E. Hall, aged 64 years. 3 months.
STl’RGES—At Bar
Harbor.
July 5.
Howard Sturges of Providence. H. I..
aged 75 years.
\»tl>

OF

I II INKS.

NAPHTHA CLEANINS

Hoods called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel post work
H. B ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
State Street.

Ellsworth. Me

Battery Service Station
Storage Battery Repairing and Recharging
New and used batteries for sale
A. P. ROYAL

DIED.

US State Street

Ellsworth

GIRLS WANTED
For Converse Rubber Shoe Co.
Maiden,
Good
short

Mass.

opening for inexperienced girls,

hours, light steady work. Saturday
afternoons off; $13.50 per week beginners. then $31 per week; board
$8.50,
line home place to board.
Kor particulars apply to L. P. Church,
agt., 47
Main St.. Bar.gor. Me., or to the com-

H. W. DUNN

e

Manufacturer ami dealer in

Subscribe For

High Grade Granite and Marble
Monuments. Tablets and Markers
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

PRINTERS
high-grade, non-union Americompositors, proofreaders, cylinder
pressmen and feeders can obtain permanent
employment, at the highest
A few

3
4 27 12
32
7
00100344 0—12
Ellsworth
Sullivan.
00001200 0—3
Two-base hits. M
Havey. L. Jordan.
\I-Phee.
Sacrifice
hits.
Sturtevant.
O.
lordon.
Stolen
bases.
Havey.
"lemons. Robinson. Fortier (2). Austin.
«truck-out. by McPhee 7. by Warren 4.
by Bunker 1. Base on balls, off McDouble play.
Phee 3. off Warren 4.
Jordan, unassisted.

t4

5

Warren, p.
Bunker, p.
TotPl*

SS

86

6

Southwest Harbor
Northeast Harbor
Seal Harbor.
Bar Harbor-

SULLIVAN.
Shaw. rf.
G. Havey. cf.

A

...

<

rf.

38

M

We wish to thank friends for their
kindness during the sickness and at the
death of our w’ife and sister, also for
the beautiful floral offerings.
M. P. Emery.
Mrs. Margaret Jordan.
Mrs. Louise Gray.
John P.asler.
Ellsworth. July 6. 1920.

Rounder. 2b.
McPhee. p.
Totals.

a

I

Bar Harbor.]▼
10
Sorrento..

Sundays

can

to
wages plus, upon application
the
Rand Avery Supply Co.. Boston, employment by whom is everywhere
recognised as a badge of honor.
Apply by mail; say where you are
for
whom
working and
have
you
worked.
No trouble, nothing but business.

The Ellsw orth Am 3ricau
The Paier That Stops Coming When
No nn>ie sub
Subscription Expires.
scription bills piling up unexpectedly.

You get what you pay for. but the
paper will not he fenced upon you
beyond that time.

PRICE, (2.00

a year

:

\V est Franklin.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Williams came
from Bath to spend the Fourth with
their sister. Mrs. D. E. Smith.
J. W. Hastings and family hare
been spending a few days at Bangor
and Southwest Harbor.
Miss Adah Savage, who has been
teacher*' helper at Washburn the
past tear, arrived home Saturday,
accompanied by her mother, who has
been

Paint Time
It’s here—and we are ready to apthe paint that gives real satisfaction. It is the well-known

ply

Dutch

Boy White-Lead

mixed with pure linseed oil, turpentine
k
*

)

and

tinting

matter to meet

surface,

weather and color conditions. Your
choice as to color can be matched

exactly.
Let us submit color suggestions
suitable for your house. Call, write,
or

phone.

Chas. F. Fuller
Sort
l<

tk* ntr/on and you im all;
mjm (a« mtryaeu.u kif .*ad iL

West Tn*mon1.
Theresa M. Lunt returned to her
work in the Massachusetts general
hospital July 3. after spending two
weeks with her parents. George W.
Lunt and wife.
The body of Mrs. Anna Lopaus of
Melro-* Mass.. «a brought heie for
burial Thursday, July 1.
Mr
Hollis Austin and rhilden, of
Lawrence. Mass., art' with her brother. Ot > Ingalls.
W
F
Lunt and wife and 0. A.
Tolnis:: .nr! wife had a picnic and
lawn r.nty on the Fourth.
Guests
from i;
rti were J H. 1-eland and
wife, Charles H. 1-eland. George S.
Hagerthv and family. Frank Gray
and wife. Capt. Charles Smith, Embert C. Osgood and family. Miss Doris
Ward will
Miss Nell Doane of Laconia. X. H..
who is spending her vacation with
her brother. Otis Ingalls, spent the
Fourth with Mrs. E. H Kelley at

McKinley.
Joshua
are

Murphy and family, who
spending the summer at McKin-

ley. spent the Fourth at their home
here
Mrs. L. A. Clark of Manset is visittap her sister. Mrs. L. W. Rumill.
George W. Lunt and wife and Dave
Malan-cr. -pent the Fourth with Mrs.
L. W. Rumill.
Miss Lillian Webster is employed
at the Ocean house. Manset.
"Thelma.'•
July X.
,
Seawall.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry I-urvey. with
children of Woodford?, visited Mrs.
Lurvey s parents, Amos Doiliver and
wife, over the Fourth.
Harlan Harper, wife and son Irving. and Mrs. Hubert Farnsworth and
daughter Gertrude of Ellsworth, are
with Ed,
X w.aaa and family.
Edward Met calf arrived July 1. for
the summer.
Mrs Lucy King arrived June JS
fbr the summer.
Her daughter and

Sunday. July

Harbor.
the first

of the
sermons contributed by visiting clergymen was given by Dr. Latimer of
the Willow field cottage.
Among recent arriva'* In the summer colony are P.eV. C. F. Hole and
wife. who have Joined their daughter.
Mrs Mann, at “The Ledge."
The
Grandyent family is again occupying
the ohJ Lawler homestead.
Mr. and,
Mrs. Grundy and family of PetersVa.,
ere
burg.
established in tlielr
new cottage.
Mrs. George Cameron
will be with them until the arrival of
her daughters et their summer home
at the' Cove.
Patrick Osborne, who has been
employed as janitor of a school building in New York, returned to Southwest Harbor last week, and has again
commenced work for the clean-up
committee of the V. I. A.
Mrs. Arthur Somes and
Henry
Wass. both of whom are in the Bar
Harbor hospital with broken limbs,
are frequently cheered
by visits and
letters from friends, w ho hope for
their early return to their homes
here
Miss Carmelita Freeman, who has
been for some month* caring for her
invalid mother, left last week to take
charge of a patient who Is seriouslv
111.
Mrs. Fred Robbins of Heron Neck
light station Is visiting her mother.
Mrs. Eliza Robbins.
Mrs. Blanche
Harmon and daughters Frances and
Irene also spent a few days of last
week at the old home on the hill.
The village streets, where the sidewalks have been in a state of upheaval for some time, ate now in lalrlv
good condition.
The concrete sidewalk*. as far as they are completed,
present a fine appearance.
George Parker of Danvers. Mass..
Is here for a short time, busy in settling the estate of Henry Clark, of
which he Is the executor.
July 5.
"Spray."
4.

with

her.

C. O. Hardison of Bangor came to
spend the Fourth at the home of his
On hi* return he was acparents.
cent.anted by hi* wife and three
Children, who have been visiting here.
Chauncey Somes of Mount Desert
recently visited at the home of his
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Goodwin.
E. E. Coombs and family are entertaining guests from Ellsworth at
their camp at Kastbrook.
C. R. Clark and wife of Brewer are
! visiting their parents. Mr. and Mr*.
S. S. Clark.
Miss l>iia Smith and friends, of
Northeast Harbor, were week-end
guests of Mrs. Eila Smith.
Misses Muriel and Eirena lie Beck
left Saturday for Belfast to attend
Mis* Muriel will go
the centennial.
from Belfast to Cambridge. Mass.,
where she will attend the Harvard
She will be accomsummer school.
anied to Boston
by her grandMrs.
Asa
mother.
Dyer, who will visit
relatives.
Mrs, Mary West is visiting her
daughter Mrs. J. M. Clark.
Norman Smith went to Boston SatOn his return his two grandurday.
children. Beatrice and Norman Holder. vflll accompany him. to remain
-s.
for the summer.
r-uiin

ijuurr

’
,

ffiolarine,
fuel,

For transmissions and differentialsjuse Polarint
Gear Oil.
you can 9ee

Socony Sign.

the red, white and

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
Buffalo
Albany
Boston

New York

Tanlac OwrfanH‘ Trouble* He Hurt
Been Tes ts* For Year* To Get
Hid Of.
•'Tanlac has done the work for me
and I don't mind earing so: In fact It
doe* me good to tell people what a
fin# medicine I hare found It to be,"
Place. 1 i School
aatd Charles B.
Street. Portland. Maine, while telling
of
hi* remarkable
friend* recently
Mr.
Place 1* a carImprovement.
penter by trade, ha* lived In Portland
practically all hi* life and I* the oldest member of the
loyal No. 9-* 4
Nnited Brotherhood of Carpenter*
and Joiner* of America.
"For year* and year* I had suffered from chronic indigestion, and It
seemed that no matter how careful
I was about what I ate I had to pay
It
for it in suffering afterward*.
was out of the question for me to enj
wa*
a
stomach
sour
meal
for
my
joy
I all the time and l wa* never free
from gas
I suffered terribly from
| heart palpitation, and my breath
( would get so short l had to fight for
j air. If I ate any supper I wa* never
1 able to sleep at night and sometime*
was afraid to even lie down and
jI 1would
have to »tt
up to get
my
I was so constipated I had
breath.
to be taking laxatives all the time.
I
tried everything anybody told me.
but nothing did me any good and It
was beginning to look like I
would
have to bear my troubles the rest of

Monarch*

of

Prlne**

and

WOMEN OF

ROYALTY

OF

Figure Conspicuously m
Annal* of Gallantry.

Britain
»h*

MIDDLE AGE

There Is a jrral deal of talk to the
Pasa the
he
| effect that the prince of Wale* will
allowed to follow- the dictates of hi*
and
heart In the matter of marriage. even
c..
If the lady he should choose be not of
royal blood, remarks the Montreal
Family Herald.
The rale requiring that royalty wed
fammit, N. J. * i have taker I
with royalty la not as old as Is someE. HnkUm a VeneUble
times thought, for It w-ns only In the
time of George HI. that the Royal rnUHliWMHmmi'i m cha-£Tf5:
“M l think it
is
Marriage act was passed. George III.
good remedy in such
himself made the daughter of a linen
a condition. 1
could
*** d’***t mv
draper his wife, though ahe never wua
food
hts queen.
and had much
pain
In olden times, of coarse, the king
burning m my
stomach a fS
married to cement an alliance with
I could not
some foreign
country, hut happily
sleep, had backach»
there Is no need fot that form 'of
arid worst of
a!i
diplomacy In these modem times.
| were the hot flashes.
I saw in the none*.
Henry VIII.—“Muff-King Hal"—once
declared. “Where my heart goeth. there ---* JDout Vegetab1shall my hand he bestowed," and fol- Compound so I tried it. N„* ) ?,„r
You hav
lowed this up by wooing and eventual- right sbrfcsn work bet» :r.
av perraiaaku. lo pi;bl:.ih this
Utter ;
ly winning Anne Itoleyn. the daughter
21
m.
of a knight and the descendant of a Summit. N. «!.
London apprentice. Very passionate
If you have warning ttytnpttr. s s.
was his wooing of his "own sweetf* h s‘‘r'M1 of suh-vjtion, hot P».h,~.
headache*, backache, dread uf jm'
heart."
The day after poor Anne's head fell ponding evil, timidity, sound* n the
I
my days
under the executioner's axe on Tower c-^T*. palpitation of tiic heart, -parks
"But at last I have found a medibe.ore the eyes, irregular-tie., congreen, he was standing at the altar
cine that will do the work and that-*
*.;(>»turn, variable appetite. w,-aknes*
with Jane Seymour, another knight’s
Tanlac.
I started taking It only
and dixaroe**. g, t a bottle
about a month ago. but already it has
daughter, who became the mother of of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable porr
relieved
me
our sixth Edward.
of
and
the
completely
pwund
begin taking the m.-: cm- *•
troubles that I’ve been trying for
When he was prince of Wales, c..te. We know it will help
F Jyou as '*
years to get rid of
My appetite was George IV. fell In love with Mrs. Fit*- did Mrs. Koppl.
never belter and I am entirely free
a
herbert.
beautiful widow. He warn
from gas. heart palpitation and shortWh«n S(e«p Will Not Come
very ardent In hi* wooing, and the lady
ness of breath.
In fact I can eat
led him a pretty dance before she
l>on‘» hut*- tht* world and kirk all
set
before
me
and
anything
digest it
finally yielded and flowed him to Bight Ju#t bf* .iu*» you don’t iiappen
as if T had never suffered from stommake her bis wife.
to go to slifp
It tlanuigt** y»»ur <*;m
ach In my life.
1 am not conThere Is a charming frankness In her norvoujj
and any
r*stipated any more and I sleep like
letters to her royal lover. In one of gitM In which yotij roommutc may
a top every
1 am hale and
night.
which >4ie write*. In answer to a re- have held you. Anger cuts up •*!*«• rgjr
hearty and feel brimful of new life
I
and energy.
All the members of my
quest to meet the prince after leaving and la rwqa«o»Udc for next mom In*'*
local have noticed the change Tanlac
the ballroom:
Meet you" What, very unpl**»i*nm day-after fading. The
has made in m# and they are all the
you ?—the prince of Wales, whose i lack of ults-p mattered not at all
If
time saying something about
bow
character In the annals of gallantry Is Instead of
thrashing alvytit viciously
strong and healthy I am looking."
too well known for me to suppose that
yon had curled up cosily and day.
Tanlac ts sold in Ellsworth by E
after such a meeting I should have any dreamed y«mr night might hav?
G. Moore, in Sullivan by Dunbar
character at all I"—London Telegraph. sahug***!. all might have been well.—
Bros., in Little Deer 1*1# by H. O.
Eaton. In Ashvllle by C. C. Small,
: Kxchnnge.
and by the leading
druggists in
Japanese Art* Being Forgotten,
every town.—Advt.
A Jnpanr«e contributor to the Japan
Aftvfitlvr ha* tb# following note on
the forgotten arte of hi* country: **AII
Ashville.
the polite arte and iCfOtnpHihmftiti
Mrs. Ine* Marlin Clarke. who wa»
taken to the Bar Harbor hospital last
are In a hud nay.
Mow many middle
week, died Saturday.
Mrs. Clarke
school boys of today know how to
had been In ill health several year*,
drink tea In the forma of the t»*n cere- Th ,* Trutimot) llruilu Cndiaken.
and had spent several months at a
Time t> the best lest of truth.
mony? Flower arrangement la being
sanitarium, where her health was ImHere Is an Ellsworth Kails story that
fa«t forgotten.
Versification. which
proved. She was married in Januhas stood the lest of time
It Is a
once was one of the commonest acary to Harry Clarke, and had since
story with a point which will corns
of youth*. Is a hopeless mysquitments
made her home In Ashville.
She
straight home to many of us
Tlie
leaves beside* her husband, a lather
tery to the people of Taisbo.
W. Hamilton. Mill St
H
Ellsword politeness Is »,o? to he found In worth
and nine brothers and sister*.
Falls. Me., aays
"I bars
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Martin and
thetr lexicon.
When at home they been troubled with my back and kidson
and Mr. Hartford of Columbia
read cheap story magazines, and when ney complaint for some time. A
Palls. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Martin
going out they put themselves st the friend recommended Doan's Kidney
and Mr. and Mrs. James Walton of
tender mercies of Jammed tram cars. Pill* to me and 1 got a box and after
Seal Harbor, were railed home by the
them I was eery much beneHo they wax ever more dwarfed and using
1 am willing to recommend
death of Mr*. Clarke.
fited.
and
both
penguin-footed.
physically
C. G. Small has a hen which is also
Doan’s to anyone who has suett
the
And
of
naffjre.
of
love
trouble as they have helped me to
combating the high cost of living as mentally.
art and poetry, which was such a disa great extent-"
well a* the hen at Ellsworth.
This
hen laid an egg measuring 10*7
tinguished characteristic of the YamnNearly five years later, Mr Hamil"What l have said In the
inches, and weighing *1* ounces.
io moe Is being quickly replace*! by tl»e ton said
statement 1 gave some years ago reI’pon breaking the egg. It was found lose of money and accumulation.**
garding the merit of Doan's Kidney
to contain another perfect egg of
Pills holds good In every particular.
ordinary si*e.
in Fuel Saving.
Lessons
Object
This
medicine relieved me of an
Miss Villa Circuit, who hag been
The moving pictures are to be made annoying kidney weakness and a
teaching in Connecticut, is home.
lame back.
I am pleased to enuse of a* a means of educating people
Mis* Elra Leighton, who ha* been
employed in New York the past four In the manner of making the most dorse Doan's again
Prtce SO c. at all dealers
Don't
years, visited her mother. Mrs. Fanny
efficient use of fuel.
Several 50-rnlnsimply ask for a kidney remedy—get
Leighton, this week.
tl»e film* Imv* been made, showing
Doan's
that
Pills—tbe
same
Kidney
Mrs Wm. J. Schleffelin gave a de£sod mid t*ad o|M-ratlun In stentn boil- Mr. Hamilton had
Foster-Mllburn
lightful sail in her yacht Lucille to er
plant*, method* of testing hollers, Co.. Mfgrs.. Buffalo. N. Y
Bar Harbor recently to several of the
ami the like. The*** |S urea will le
Ashville ladies.
It was a beautiful
(ASK
available to each state In connection WOMAN'S
: day. and one much enjoyed by all.
\MAZKS EI.I.SMOKTH
with Its educational propaganda to
The Misses I-eighton have gone to
A business man's wife could not
conserve the fuel supply.
Northeast Harbor, where they have
A series of
sew or read without sharp pains In
•
official bulletin* on engineering phn*«*s her
employment.
For years her eyes were
eye*.
Mr. and Mrs. E H. Smith of Stamof steam ami fuel economics at*o Is red and weak.
Finally she tried simford. Conn., are at their aummer
being prepared
They will include ple wltchhazel. camphor, bydrastis.
home.
holler and furnace testing, fuel gas etc., as mixed In Kavoptik eye wash.
Mrs, Abide Taft of West Goulds-,
analysis, saving steam In beating sys- The resnll produced by a single bottle
boro Is visiting her sister. Mrs. E. E.
We guarantee a
tem*. boiler-room accounting srstetn. amazed everyone.
»
Bragdon.
saving steam and fuel In Industrial suite!) bottle Lalvoptik to help ANY
Miss Thelma Martin has gone to
CASK
weak,
strained or Inflamed
plants, burning fine size* of untlim*
Sullivan, where she has employment.
eye*.
Aluminum eye cup FREE.
Mis* Vida Martin 1* employed at
cite, holler water treatment* oil burnAlexander's Pharmacy.
“Hillcrest." East Sullivan.
ing and stoker oiieration.
I

May

Critical Period
Safely

Comfortably by Taking

Lydia

Pinkham's Vegetable

Compound.
■

—

|

|

■

inqu'etude,

|

j

afti'k rant vi:\ks

vur

keep* compression tight. It develops
maximum power from the fuel, whether you
are running throttled down to a
leisurely pace,
or tearing
along at top speed. It cushions all
bearings and engaging parts against w ear.
I se Polarint on your
motor, and your
oil and repair costs will stay down.

I

AFFAIRS

LOVE

_

The performance of your motor depends largely on correct lubrication.

blue

«

Pretty Marsh.
Madison Davis returned Saturday
from Boston, where he has been on
business
Mrs. Charles W. Moffett and two
friends, who hate been at the Moffett
cottage two weeks, left this morning
for their home in Bayonne. N. J.
Mrs. Lettie Rumlll is spending the
summer a: Nantucket.
H.
July 5.

At All Speeds
For All Needs

Sold Where

iiaf

exchange and light lunch
room at her home,
Willie Springer was the victim of
genuine surprise Friday evening,
when sixteen of his young friends
.icpearcd at his home in honor of his
Delicious reeighteenth birthday,
The spafreshments were served.
cious lawn was lighted by Japanese
were
lanterns, and sports
enjoyed.
Mrs. Margery Goodwin and daughter Janie left Saturday for a visit at
Portland and Old Orchard.
James E. Clark and trvin Salisbury
have purchased new cars.
Raj Orcutt of North Jay spent the
Fourth here.
Jam- * E Clark and Eugene Orcutt
,<pent the week-end at Bangor.
Two of our estimable young people.
Forrest W. Coombs nnd Miss Ceiia
Ferns Id were married by Rev. F. W.
The bride was
Brooks on June 3t».
a graduate of F. H. S., T9, and has
The
since taught school in Surry.
groom is a member of the stone Arm
of C. L. Coombs & Son.
They are
spending their honeymoon at Camp
Friends exBonne Foi. Eastbrook.
tend congratulation*.
Paul Revere, young son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Bradbury. 1* 111.
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Oakes and Mr.
and Mr*. Badger of Rangeley were
Sunday guests of their sister. Mrs.
Frank Bradbury.
Harold Wooster and Merle Smith
have
to
Northeast
Harbor,
gone
where they will have employment at
the swimming pool.
ladies'

IT CERTAINl-T DID
THF WOKK. HK BATS

i

euiuuai

eiuuui

morning, Mi's. Schieffeiin

uu

CMIMUaV

gave

an

in-

teresting talk to the children and
gave each child who had given perfeet attendance and memorized the
beatitudes, and St. Luke II. S-20,
the
winter
during
a
fine book,
i Twenty received the hooks.
Wilton Hanna and
Pettee
Hugh
1 have
gone to Bar Harbor, where they
have employment.
Mrs. Elizabeth Orcutt Bower of
Waltham. Mass., is visiting her sister.
Mrs. Fred Orcutt.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Johnson
and children of Bar Harbor spent the
Fourth here.
Alden Robertson* who has been til.
is improving.
I
Riverview- Local I n Ion met with
I the Ashvllle society June 24.
Between sixty-five and seventy met at
the chapel in the morning.
After
dinner. Rev. R. H. Moyle of Ellsworth gave the scripture reading and
Mrs. Emily Hill gave the
prayer.
words of welcome.
Speakers of the
afternoon were Mr. Moyle. District
Superintendent Grav. Rev. Mr Carter and Mrs T. M. Blaisdell.
Rev. J.
B. Coy of Ellsworth gave the evening
address.
The next meeting of the
union will be held in October at
Mount Desert.
July 5.
"Phebe."
1

■

-o-

Seal Cove.
Arthur Walls and wife came from
j Northeast Harbor to spend the
Fourth with Mr. Walls mother. Mrs.
Etta Walls
Miss Gladys Ober came from Bangor Saturday, and spent the Fourth
with Miss Bernice Ashley,
Whitcomb. Haynes & Whftney have
j
had a crew of drivers here the past
I week sluicing the last of the 1»18
! output of logs.
N.
j July 5.
-o-

Subscribe for The American
$2.00 a year.

Great Game Farm Ffanned.
When the legislature |ms*c« a bill
of accept a lice, Louisiana will have a
veritable empire of tin* elk), stretchinn along the null’ of Mexico seventy,
five miles and comprlxlns !WU
*iunre
miles.
The property con a tats of Marsh lalam! with 7S.0D0 ocres of lam),
purchased by Mr* rKis*«ell Sage ami »lven
to the state ?n a name refuge
and
a
tract of RV**» acre* In Vermillion
ami Cameron ptin»heA. given
by the
Rockefeller foundation.
Adjoining M.«r«h ,slant) la the pr<-»ent state same farm net land
belonging
to t!.e M* :
etinv interest* of iIiumi
acr^*a.
I.vi*tg !»e?v\»*»*fi |m ohat la
known >;> ?* »* sinjtnl flooder tract of
So l**!
to

u**.

m

atviu

wh:i

the

in

rv

S
U

h‘»n

a

y*.

e

||

rbe

tteur

K<itw

*f»?e

expects

future.
It.

s n in
my |fjje ‘teens
iittV telegraphy fmm a
Mend «;f mii <
* Hi**
evening we att. Pded II dot. .Imt.y
ami after having
d-*ib*vtl
n
with
particularly p**«ir
dancer. I dnimmeil <>n »!».. aim of my
••hair for my friend*
netJt
**|»oor
d.smvr. stepped ||H *,vei
ie.”. To my
utter surprise iiiid hunilHutton the
girl
sitting next to me turned and sold
quietly. “You needn't advertise the
ffict.**-—<"bleugo Tribune.

I

picked up

mg

i,

R?duc r.g the Surplus.
“Kqunl suffrage la a serious matter
In Kngiaud where the number of won*
en entitled to vote far exceeds
♦but
of the men.**
“Oh, they have removed tint danger.”
“How so?’
“No woman can vote who wip not
acknowledge that *be u not tsndei

thirty.-

Another Chronic Ca*e of
Rheumatism Yields m
Treatment of Var-ne-sis
Further
Proof
That

fAR-NE-SIS
f COUQUl**
W. A.

Varney,

Dear Sir—

For 27 yean I suffered all the
torture* of pain that g>> with rh-'Umatiam, in my feet, itnee*. hips,
"

elbows, shoulders, in fact, all over
my body. I doctored for it in Massa-

chusetts, Connecticut, Now York.
Michigan and Wisconsin. Went to

a sanitarium in Milwaukee, took a
kinds of baths, etc., but got very
little relief, took every kindof median* that was recommended me to
relieve rheumatism, but only got a
I was lai I
little relief for a while.
up in bed for over a yearaltogether
One day, while reading a Boston
newspaper, I aaw a case like mine
that Var-ne-aii relieved. 1 made
up my mind to aend for it, and thank
God I did, for I am now a well man.
entirely free from rheumatic pains.
Wishing you success with your medicine and hoping you will live a great
many years to help others as you
helped me. Yours respectfully.
(Signed) A. r. ALUf-R
Tlw lime to take Tar te ala i» VOWnaffer anal her day Oel U »* J°
In liquid «r tubW*t
You ought to rmuT The Ku»l uf Hu®»
IliitfM ", Hend for It today. It # Free\•!«!rest* w. A. Varney. Lynn. M***-

drafgUt'*

VAR-NE-SIS RUB-ON EASES PAIN

MARVELOUS

Damp
days

T

tains

you—when

constantly hearing

With

psr'm*te. the brain coneach having a

<

where three
generations have used

of cases

continuously for all
disorders of the stomach, liver, etc. Buy a
bottle from your dealer iodav, 60 doses for
"L.F.” Medicine
50c.
Co- Portland, Me.
it

guardians of the vast stores of Idens
that you, more often than not
without
realising it, have gathered along life's
highway. Are you one of the reckless kind, who have
"no Idea," or are
you In the ranks of the
sensible, who
summon the spirits of the Intellect to
their aldT
How Is this done?
Nothing more
simple.
Oet the problem fairly and
squarely Into yonr head, and then forget It I The little genii of the brain
refuse to he coerced; humor
them,
however, and there is no limit to what
they can. and wfll, do for you. You
hRve to make a decision.
Turn the
problem round and round In your head
till you are giddy, yon will
get no nearer to the solution,
rut It’away from
you.
Don't force your thoughts; leave
them alone, and behold, suddenly,
when you least expert It, the Idea you
have been searching for will Jump Into
your mind, to be Instantly recognized
as the Idea yon wanted.
Th“ magicians of the brnln would
appear to be more amenable to feminine than masculine rule, for the proverbs of all nations agree that women's
best Ideas are her first ones, while
man hns to wait for second thought If
he would act rightly.
Our search for Ideas, too, must he
systematic If we waut to get hold of
Useful ones.
According to the Platonic philosophy. Ideas are the universal types of
which Individual specimen* are the
more or less Imperfect copies; so that
we
need not be downhearted If we
cannot carry out our Ideas In practice
exactly ns they occur to us In the
mind.
Thought grows snowball fashion, anil
I* the opposite to money.
The more we spend the more we
hove.—London Answers.

North t’H-tinr.
Mrs. Ixtwena Hire is spending the
week with her cousin. Mrs. Edward
West.
William F. Dunbar of Howland
spell! the week-end with his mother.
His wife and
Mr- Samuel Dunbar.
little daughter remained for a longer
risit.
A party from Pittsburgh. Pa., is at
the Willard cottage.
Mildred Wardwell Is visiting In
Stockton Springs.
Mrs Hattie Grtndle of North Sedgwick spent a few days recently at the
home of Mrs. Irvin Conner.
Mrs. Ihmald Murchison and little
sen. who have
spent the past two
weeks with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
William 0. Conner, have returned to
Lincoln.
Eugene Dunbar arrived Saturday
from Ilrockton, Mass.
Tk- many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Duncan Dunbar, who were recently
married at Castine. extend congratulations.
Good Causes and Poor Tunea.
Capt Edwin Ordway spent a few
days recently In Penobscot, the guest
Mr. Bernard Shaw, who baa fallen
of his daughter. Mrs. Jeunle Bridges. foul of "The Red Flag,” which he reJune 28.
r>.
I gards aa an air that would ruin
any
inurement, seems to forget that many
South IVnobMot.
a
good cause has been supported by
Mrs William Everett of Orland
The Belgian national ana poor tune.
was here last week with her mother,
them la a remarkably Inane melody
Mr* Johnson Bridges, who Is III.
Miss Nan J. Urtndle. who teaches hut that did not Impair the resistance
In Brookline. Mass Is home.
of I.lege.
And neither the words nor
Mr and Mrs. Edward Bailey and music of “God Save the King," are
son Kdward of Springfield. Vt..
reThe air of
particularly uplifting.
cently visited her aunt, Mrs. Frank "Lilllbullero," that la said to have
McDonald.
whistled James II off the throne of
June 2S.
L..
Englund, cannot have been a very dis—■*—-~o—-—
tinguished one. for nowadays no
Marlboro.
The selectmen of Hancock were one seems to know what It was. On
here Saturday In the Interest of the the other hantl the Russian national
new road to be built from the
present anthem was easily one of the most
highway to the shoi -.
It Is under- stirring examples of Its kind In Eustood that they were asking for bids
rope. hut It did not save Itussln from
on its construction, but some who
collapse. If the soviets have provided
interested did not know of their a substitute for It the result would
..nee until their departure, and
please Mr. Shaw as little ns
are
mdering why the usual proce- probably
“The Red Flag." which he considers
*
ire
not followed In asking for
should he rechristened “The Eternal
hid*, with written specifications.
it
»nd Mrs. F. K. Moftltt enter- i March of a Fried Eel."—Manchester
ta n- i Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Steven- Guardian.
**••; perell. Mass., and Mr. and
M
Fred Koblnson of South Goulds- 1 Thinks Earth Will Last Many Years.
boro over the Fourth.
Ill a recent I rerun- Sir Oliver Lodge,
Mr- H. E. Rollins and son Gerrol
'he eminent English scientist, an.
l-ft for Presque Isle
Tuesday. They
ikced that the earth would prole
accompanied by Mrs. D. W.
Springer, who will visit there several , bly continue to exist for 20,000,000
! lenrs more.
These are, of coarse,
weeks.
Mathew McIntyre and sister. Mrs. round numbers. Some scientists estlNell!.- Martin, of
mate that the earth will live for ten
Ellsworth
were
*'••
nd guests at O. W. Ford’s.
times this age. There have been ani•Hemick homestead was occu- mals of one kind and another on this
!
I over the Fourth
by a party of planet for fully this length of time.
jKU- r people.
The dinosaurs are believed to have
■■ Ford has rented his old
lived through some such period. The
hom—tead to a Johnson family from
age of man. w-hfoh Is probably only a
Portage
Mr and Mrs. Samuel Smith of Ban- few thousand years, seems the merest
have been visiting at Seth Hodg- trifle by comparison. When we congor
kins'.
sider how man has developed during
Marlboro Is proud of her summer recorded history, which is less than

j

,on> Although not large. It Is of
democratic type, and can be likened
'? a jolly family. The cotinges at
the shore are
nearly all occupied,
ihe clam flats attest
to appetites of
tne visitors, and
some find good food
as Well as
good Bj,ort |n hand-lining.
J

,u'y

6

Jane.”
-o-

Camp Recipe.
a single ration of lu*eeake mix
a
°I>
cupful of tneul and water Just as
you do for
Ou the palm of

hand flatten out a thin cake of
the flatter as wide as
your hand and
over a quarter of an inch thick in
**
center. Have a flat stone, or
*h>n<'. well heated in the camp Are,
®ud if you have
uome bacou or h**m
Pour a little on the stones, or
M** them with ham fat or bacon rind.
>°u haven’t the urease or fat, no
latter.
Lay your cakes on the hot
® ues
and push them back luto the
K» t*p up n pood heat around
for 80 minutes.
They will t>e
on the bottom than on
the
No cooking utensil needed, you
And great food for hard-hiking
”°ys. Boys’ Life.
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health*
Som,
-k

t0r€i

America'* curse.
To
normal weight, good
8tuify the blood, uee BurBitters. Sold at all drug

dl*e*tlon»

»?nd
Bl°°4

Price. >1.26.—Advt.

CASTOR IA
Pw Infants sad Children

Slr**For

Sii

-

°™r 3® Y««r»

approaching

j
j
j
j

of concealment
No means could
be more remarkable, however, than that
n«od by the Russian hnlshevlkl for
getting messages through the enemy
lines. The Inside skin of an eggshell
Is pasted on glass, and reduced with
microtome knife to almost Impalpa
It Is then sensitized,
able thinness.

from bottom to top.

Taxing the Alien in Italy.
Cnder the Italian laws a foreign
resident In Italy pays an Income tax
solely bp Income derived from !•:

j

g

*

*>•
kl. Shuman
day on business.
July

|

!

1

year.

Itching.
bleeding,
protruding or
pill s have yielded to Doan's Olnl- ;
60c at ail drug stores.—Advt.

blind
ment.

was in

**
^
**r»gtjbach.
soreness, aching
imples, boils, rashes and other
,'t
eruptions, tsually
from self-poisoning f; p->,
ducts of imperfectly digesfcJ
ed or non-eliminated food.
*...

Bangor Fri“Cat.”

Maria ville.
!

Joseph Front of Bangor visited his
131 wood Sunday.

son

j
I
I
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Prank Howard and nine others
from Pittsfield, Mass., are at J. F.
H vne-c .-amp at Alligator.

Subscribe for The American
a

..

tor.

Holcie Coombs, who Is employed at
Bath, is home to spend the Fourth.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. H. U.
Wooster sympathize with them in the
loss of their daughter.
July 3.
l

12.00

--All
LS:i

*

ou'

Maud Frost pent last week at
Bar
: ;rbor with her sister, Mrs. I
Mitchell.
A heavy hall storm and
severe
thunder shower visited this section
about 11.30 Sunday night.
Owing to poor health. William
( rosby of Aurora, who has
been running the "mail route from Great Pond
to I :, worth, has been
obliged to sell
out.
Mr. Crosby has been punctual
and obliging, and his friends all !
along the route regret that he has
given it up.
Mrs. Albion Jellison has gone to
Portland to visit her daughter, Mrs.
Charles Young.
July 5.
p.

help

and

so counteract cause and

relieve

L*r«e*t Sale of Any Medicine in the World.
Sold everywhere. In boxes, 10c., 25c.

Subscribe for the American

Subscribe for The American
$2*00 a year.

storm.
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South African Raisers of the Birds Beileve They Can Largely Increase
the Supply.

i
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Post Toasties
CORN FLAKES

or

CORN FLAKES

They Top The

WM

List

For superior flavor, attractive form and

improved eating quality. You never tire of
Post Toasties. That’s why more Toasties
are sold
throughout the United States than
any other com flakes; and why this food has
become

a

household favorite.

Ready to

eat. No waste. Delicious.

To be sure of the best, always specify
Post Toasties in
from your

ordering

Made

by

Postum Cereal

League Covenant

]

in

Esperanto.

In the case of most International
conventions a version In one language,
customarily French. Is taken as the
original text. The treaty of Versailles,
however, stipulates that the French
anti English texts shall have equal authority. Rut a perfectly equivalent
translation of anything more complex
than the multiplication table Is Impossible and already controversies
have arisen over supposed discrepancies In the two versions. So the Esperantist* of Paris have published
their "Kontrakto de la I-lgo de N'acloj”
with the suggestion that hy making
Esperanto the official language of the
league all disputes would be avoided.
—Independent, New York.

Electricity in East Prussia.
According to press reports from Ronlgsberg, the provincial hoard has approved a plar^for the uniform supply
of electric power for the province of
East Prussia. The plants and Installations. the completion of which will
require ten years, will, through the
development of water power. Insure
East Prussia's electrical supply Independently of the coal question.
Airplane* for Sighting Fish.
were used to spot
submarines may now he employed to
The method
sight schools of Ashes.
has been
employed off Toulouse,
An airplane
France, with success.
discovered a hlg hank of Ashes and
Immediately gave 'he signal rn some

Airplanes which

r_

iVnc Perfection
Hot Water
Hta

grocer.

Co., Inc., Battle Creek, Michigan.

—

Imagine Baking Day
in a

COOL Kitchen

Cakes that are light and
fluffy—crisp brown cookies—pies
done to an even Drown—con be baked without
standing
over a hot stove or
stooping down to open an oven door.
The New Perfection Oil Cook Stove gives
you all the
cooking comfort and convenience of a gas stove. Instantaneous heat directlv applied against the
cooking
utensil by means of a
long, blue chimney—heat that
can be controlled for any kind of
cooking by a turn of
the handle.
The oven on this stove is scientifically constructed to
circulate fresh, hot air over and under the baking food
in the oven. This current of air assures an intense, even
baking heat and at the same time drives out the steam
and prevents sogginess.
8,000,000 users get three square meals daily with littlo
effort on the New Perfection Oil Cook Stove. Obtain,
able in one to four burner sixes.
Sold

by dealert everywhere

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

Oil COOK STOVE AND WATER HEA
For bee, results use
Socony Kerosene

symp-

toms.

j

-o-

to restore

activity of liverj
bowels, kid?
neys, and skin,

une.

methods

Film Quickly Developed.
hanSixty rolls of photographic film
dled In ten minutes' actual working
a svstem
time Is the claim made for
of glazed stoneware developing tanks
to Popnow on the market, according
The tanks
ular Mechanics Magazine.
one
for
sold In sets of three,
are
developing, one tor fixing and one for
washing. Each has a concave bottom,
terminating In a brass drain cock.
The last, or washing, tank Is fitted
also with an overflow connection, to
permit continuous water circulation

?rytr

Meltiah Scanimon and wife are visiting Mr. Scammon’s parents, E. E.
! Scammon and wife.
i
Miss Neva Llnscott is visiting her
I aunt, Mrs. Partridge. In Carmel.
Mrs. Nancy Hooper is in poor
health.

Overcoming Plant Disease.
Announcement by scientists at Cambridge university that It Is now possible to breed disease-proof plants,
following a long series of Immunizing
tests applied to grnlns. potatoes and
other growths, ought to shed a ray of
light upon the world sorely vexed by
food problems.
Potato disease alone has cost this
country untold millions of dollars. If
this one article of food could be protected against the destructive fungi
that attack It so persistently, a solid
food basis would be assured.
As It
Is. pntnt'*es. which should be the cheapest and most plentiful food, now fluctuate from moderate prices to prices
that are absurdly high.
The checking of plant disease Is
second only In Importance to overcoming the diseases that attack humanity. At this time of food scnrelty
any progress that can be made toward
conserving the world's crops will be
doubly n blessing.—New York Trib-

history began.

and a microscopic message photographed upon It. Removed from the glass.
It Is spread with a brush on the spy’s
not
eyeball, under the lid. It does
inconvenience the carrier, and being
Inquite transparent It Js practically
VI„U,I,.._popular Mechanics Magazine

J.

Egypt.

piumos from ench
nine averages ,3n. awl occasionally
runs as high ns 42 In the South African species and .30 In the North African.
The latter Is the lamer bird
and Its hones are denser.
The Grootfnntein School of Agriculture Is trying
h.v proper mating to breed a race of
42 plume birds.
Professor Pycraft writes In the Illnsfrated London News that the ancestor of the ostrich
undoubtedly possessed the power of flight, when the
wing quills of the hand numbered 10,
while the secondary feathers, attached
along the forearm, probably did not
exceed 20. This was the original Inheritance and It can never he Increased, especially now that the whole
wing has degenerated Into a mere
wreck of Its original self.
There are now about 1.000,000 birds
on the African ostrich farms and the
value of their exported feathers Is
about *1,1.000.000.

Carry Photo MeHagei in tyes.
Spies. engaged in a llfe-and-death
business, have devised extraordinarily
Ingenious

N.

Mrs. Fred Gray and children, of
Bar Harbor,
visited
Mrs.
Hotcle
Coombs Wednesday.

effort Is being made by South
African ostrich farmers to Increase
the plume quills of ostriches, and Professor Deverden believes this can he
done by ns much ns 25 per cent, but
'V. P. I’ycraft. the great English naturalist. Is skeptical.

thousand yennew we may hope
that he will evolve to an Infinitely
liner type In the future.—Boys’ Life.

since

_Sco»JtHowm; Bloomfield.
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the world famous tonic-food,
is the natural enemy of malnutrition and weakness.
Scott’s three or four times
daily, builds strength—helps
drive malnutrition away.

<ii-t .it l’o mi.
T. H. Colson is building: a atorcGreat
Pond dam for the
’•.
River Lumber Co to store SU
(. iv:ng tools in.
He is also sawing
1 i.:; r
,r the Eastern Lumber Co.
to build oamjjH to operate on
plantations ft2 and 33.
Guy Patterson has built another
1-rge sporting camp to accommodate
hi* parties.
Err.nk Orrasby. wife, son and niece
of Pennsylvania are at Patterson’s
W esuitu" camp for the summer.
Howard Fitts and wife are at the
-'lanu camps, J. A. Colburn, proprie!

■

Scott's Emulsion I

PLAN MORE OSTRICH PLUMES

nt?

:

is the root of much weakness and
hinders progress and growth.

Weather Probabilities.

The Kansas
Agricultural college
has announced
tiny It will furlnsh the
weather forecasts to every Kansas
fanner by wireless
The
telegraph
farmer will be required to Install an
amateur wireless set with which to
receive the forecast. These sets cost
about $33 each and can be
operated
by any person. They cannot he used
for sending messages for
any considerable distances but they will receive the powerful messages of the
big plants.
The forecasts are to he
sent out at P:55 each
morning under
a
standard rode and on the wave
length of 375 meters, short enough for
any amateur set to take. This wave
length Is also long enough and the
college plant Is powerful enough so
that the message will reach
every
point In the state. The forecnst will
he sent at the rate of 18 words a
minute and then repented at 10 words
a minute.
The service Is to be given
free to every farmer,
high school,
or
to any other
person or Institution having a wireless set. The
high
schools In the small communities are
to distribute the forecast to the bnnks
and stores and to the telephone companies. The knowledge of the probable weather Is of considerable Importance to farmers daring the harvest and haying season, and to stockmen during the
winter, for they cun
make preparations for feeding and
sheltering stock upon knowing of an

500,000.000 cell*,

,h''

dose of "L.F." Atwood’a Medicine.
A few doses of this reliable old
family remedy will ward off many
colds and sore_throats, with their
consequent loss of time and income.
will keep your sysIts regular
tem in excellent condition, and less
energy will be wastedflghtingdieease.
The true "L. F." Is abeohitly safe and
will benefit every member of the family. We
are

Agricultural Co.lege Makes
Arrangement to Furnish Farmers

“»«ter of an three
willing
*
slaves.
They are the genii of the mind,
humbly waiting to do your bidding;

it's not

malnutrition!j

Kansas

consciousness of It* own. Your selfconsciousness, your prrsonnlltv, should

really
raining, just wet and chilly—that's
worst disease-spreader known.
To resist its unhealthy influence,
rour bowels and digestive organa
It is •
niust function perfectly.
wise precaution to take a liberal
out of

GET FORECASTS BY WIRELESS

Five Hundred Million
Brain Celle Re•ponelve to the Call of Ruler
of the Intellect.

Pump, foggy weather, the kind
that takes alt the starch and ambU
twn

IS HUMAN MIND

r

* CLARIONS HEAT

BIRDS IN COMBAT

HER JUDGMENT
By AGNES G. BROGAN.

Made in a great variety of style* and
sizes for wood and for coal burning.

ft;
—-'■.
Copyright, Ulf W«at«re N*»*p*p«r UMoR
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Puncan rein! his mother-* letter
his face crew white and tense. How
could he Justify himself In her eye*
how keen from her hitter disappointment and humiliation?
He had been
<o buoyantly confident of hi* genius:
drawing, with him. had been as second
nature since childhood.
So Puncan gave up his position In
the small town hank, and taking his
mother’* eagerly proffered store went
Keen he could not
away to studs.
know
the
plodding sacrifice that
amount of money represented, hut she
had been so glad to help him to the acAnd a*
complishment of bl* goal.
months passed Into years and Puncan-*
conscientious effort foretold only failure, he had not the heart to share with
the confident mother hi* discouragement.
And so, at first hopefully, and
then desperately—Puncan played hi*
part of pretense.
It was a story of
promise that hi* letter* contained, and
the cheeks which he Inclosed as he
was
able were supposed
to
come
from the sale of sketches. Instead of
from unimportant employment he had
been obliged to accept. And now she
wrote that she was coming to rlsfl
Idm. coming to the great city to view
for herself, the paintings which were
winning him fame.
And as Duncan
dropped the letter, he found himself
staring at an advertisement in the
newspaper wine# !)<■ had been bolding
beneath it, ami the one word which
caught hi* troubled eye was that of
“painting*.” The advertisement stated
that a hotiae was offered for sale out
beyond the city limit, and also several
Reckpaintings of marked value.
lessly Duncan decided. He woqld boy
as
many of these ^painting* a» hi*
purse would allow. They were offered,
it whs said, at a sacrifice, because of
need.
The transaction was easily
made: unknown paintings appeared
to have little market value.
And when
Duncan's mother stood In the hare
room which her son designated his
studio, she was silent in admiration
and pride before the picture*. While
Duncan, carried'away hy hope anew of
an opening Id the world of art. wondered If one of these conceptions offered for public display mlgh* not
be for him that opening wedge to a
success iater honestly earned.
And
»o his painted
purchase found Its way
through pure worth to the walls of
the city art gallery—and across its
A*
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Surry.

Mrs. Herrey Phillips and two little
daughters ot Needham. Mass., have
arrived at their summer home here.
Mrs. Angelia Harvey of Corinth.
Mrs. Eleanor Harvey of Kenduskeag
and Miss Dell Lord of Windham are
visiting their sister, Mrs. Mary E.
Gray.
M. K. Olds is in Bluehlll in the employ of R. E. Slavin of Greenwich.
Conn.
Miss Annie Swett hast gone to Bangor to work.
Don Winchester
is
visiting
his
grandparents at Bluehlll.
Captains Charles, John and Fred
Closson of Bernard recently visited
their father. G. E. Closson, who is ill.
David Fiske and Everett White of
Boston, with their brides, have arrived at one of the Treworgy cottages
for the summer.
O. J. Stevens, who has been mackerel fishing from Gloucester, Mass.,
arrived home recently, accompanied
by his son Morris, who spent the winter in Lawrence. Mass.
with his

grandparents.
The summer colony at Contention
Cove Is loud in expression of appreciation to the townspeople of Surry
who gave their services in repairing
the road to the cottages at the beach
Mrs. Jennie
|H| recently visited
her daughter. Mrs. Stewart, in Bar
Harbor.
Miss Winifre&Lord. who is employed at Springrale. Is visiting her
parents. E. C. Lora and wife.
Mrs. Ira Franks of Bangor and
Miss Virginia Lord of Windham were
recent guests of Mrs. Vlnal Guptlll.
Lloyd J. Treworgy. who has been
operated upon for appendicitis in a
hospital at Waterville, is reported as
gaining rapidly.
Dalt."
July 5
Rrooksvflle.
Judge W. E. Morris and wife of
New York arrived at their summer
home. Saturday.
Eugene Black, who has been at
sea. is home for a short visit.
Ira Closson has employment on
Long Island.
Charles Young, who is employed at
Rockland, spent last week at home.
Mrs. Mary Sanborn of Cape Rosier
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Sadie
Sanborn.
Miss Mary Babson is employed in
the sardine factory at Castine.
Miss Haze! Carter is employed at
Sargentvllle for Henry Sargent.
Mrs. Electa Roper is having some
carpenter work done on her house bv
Edward Mason.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Saunders of
Orland spent the Fourth with her
mother. Mrs. Ada
Gray. They expect to go to housekeeping in Orland
this week.
Miss Evelyn Sanborn is employed
at the Perkins
and Miss Florence
Sanborn at the Haskells at Norum-

bega.
July 5.

A.
Brooklin.

Miss Elisabeth
tham.
is
Maas.,

Farnsworth's.

Harding of Walvisiting at A. E.

Mrs. Charles Rabold of Baltimore
is spending the summer at her cottage. 'Mandalay.”
Charles Lynch, who has been visiting at B. O. Bollard's, returned to
New York Saturday.
Mrs. George Davis
and
mother,
who
have
been
visiting at A. E
Farnsworth's, returned home Friday.
Capt. Am mi Peabody, schooner Annie Kimball, brought part of a load
of cans from Portland for the Farnsworth Packing Co. last week.
Mrs. Herbert Conary of Sunshine
is visiting her sisters, Mrs. Warren
Ford and Mrs. Fred Stewart.
George Davis has moved his family into Lee H. Powers' cottage for
the summer.
Everett Kane of Addison has been
visiting his sister, Mrs. Elmer Leach,
the past week.
H. If. Pease visited his children
Saturday at Bluehill Falls, where
they are spending the summer with
their aunt, Mrs. Austin Chatto.
Misses Lois
Kane and
Rachel
Bridges are visiting in Portland.
Mrs. Agnes Wickersham of Wash
ington, D. C„ has arrived at her summer home.
Miss Holden of Waltham, Mass., is
visiting her brother George.
Miss Evelyn Gray spent the weekend at Rockland.
Owen L. Flye. who is attending ths

summer school at ©rono, spent the
week-end at home.
Mrs. A. J. Babson visited Mrs.
John Bradford at Xaskeag last week.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hamilton, who ha*
been visiting at Portland and Melrose. Mass., is home.
Mrs. Harry Bridges, who spent several days last week at Rockland, returned home Tuesday, accompanied
by her cousin.
W. W. Dodge and family. Miss
Alice Henning of Washington. D. C.,
and Prof.
Henning of Cambridge.
Mass., are at their cottage at Haven
Dr. Earl Palmer and family, with
friends, of New York, are spending
the summer at "The Ledges."
Morrill Goddard of New York, who
has a* beautiful summer home at Naskeag. has presented to the library
about 200 books of fiction, travel, etc.
Such gifts are highly appreciated.
Mrs.
Hattie Allen
Radcliffe of
Rockland is visiting her mother. Mrs.
Naomi Allen.
E. E. Lurvey and Lawrence Lurvey
are spending a few days at home.
“L'ne Femme."
July 5.

Hint-hill.
Mrs. Ingllson McIntyre and
Lester are visiting in town.
The woman’s relief corps has

pended
regular
September 4

meetings

son
sus-

until

Harold Wescott is home from Pepperell. Mass., and Alexander Davidjr., from Whitinsville, Mass.
Miss Hilda Packard, the efficient
first assistant at the academy, has
been re-elected to that position fqr
the ensuing year.
Margie McIntyre, who has been
teaching in Waterville. and Louisa
McIntyre, who teaches in Cllftondale.
Maas., are home for the summer.
Arrivals
last
week:
Donald
Mr.
Mackay and wife,
and
Mrs.
Jacobi. New York: Benjamin Curtis
and family, L. Ward Peters and wife.
Charles and Amos Stover, Boston: !
Miss Maud Dodge, Miss Alice Bunker. Donald Dodge. Worcester. Mass.
Keewayden lodge. K. of P., has
elected officer* as follows:
C. C.. R.
M. Trafton; V. C.. P T. Moore, prelate. E. L. Osgood: M. of W., L. B.
Bisset: M. at A J. R. Abram; I. G..
L. A. Richards; O. G.. L. S. Grindle.
An event of unusual interest was
the institution Friday "of Bluehlll
chapter. No. 182. Order of Eastern
Star, with twenty-three charter mem
bere
Acting grand officers present
were Henry Gray of Milbridge. grand
patron; Belva Wardwell of Penobscot. grand
and
secretary,
Nellie
Bridges, grand marshal. Organization was effected in the afternoon,
and the degree was exemplified in an
impressive manner by
Penobscot
chapter in the evening. Officers were
installed as follows: Worthy patron.
Forrest B. Snow; worthy matron.
Lena Snow; associate matron, Gertrude
Stover;
conductress. Sadie
son,

BLUEHILL

^MEAT8->
FRl'ITS

AND

VEGETABLES

IN

SEASON.

Quality is our first consideration.
We especially solicit summer trade.
Attended to.

was

painted distinctly

a

through

community.
July 5.
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North BrooksTille.
Mrs. Anna Trim of Rockport is
visiting Mattie Grindle.
A foundation is being laid for a
new masonic hall.
E. E. Steele has
charge of the work.
Foster Pierce and
some
friends
from Limerick are visiting his parents. G. A. Pierie and wife.
Mrs. Sandy Goodwin of Skowhegan
is visiting her mother. Mrs.
Emma
Gott.
Stella Lymburner is in Bangor visiting her sisters.
July 5.
C.
-o-

Telephone and Mail Orders Promptly

cover

name—his own.
When the stndy obtained “honorable
mention” It seemed that his future
promise might become reality, so Duncan Rgaln gave up regular employment and bent to fresh endeavor.
As
his need grew, he disposed one by one
of the smaller sketches which always
found the sale his own had lacked.
And one day as Duncan worked feverishly. the old realisation came to him.
his pictures would never find that aale
—or recognition.
The will to do, but not the gift was
his.
Dishonesty had availed him
nothing. When he lifted his despondent face a girl stood before him.
"I knocked." said the girl.
“And
then when I saw your studio door
open, f walked In."
Duncan gased listlessly: she w-as a
pretty girl, he thought.
“1 came," said the girl, “for an exToo who bought my picplanation.
associate conductress. Hester
muw;
Moor; secretary,
Christie
Osgood; tures from my dead mother’s home—
treasurer. May
Emerson; chaplain. how dared you display them as your
Eliza
Herrick; marshal. Florence own?”
Greene:
Alice Twining;
organist,
"Tour pictures!” Duncan murmured
Adah. Lura
Trafton; Ruth. Alice
daredly.
Moore:
Esther.
Lottie
Saunders;
"Mine!" the girl replied. Her voice
Martha,
Lena
McIntyre;
Electa,
Rena Hinckley; warder. Hannah Sar- broke tremulously.
gent; sentinel. Edwin E. Fullerton.
“When It was necessary to sell my
Both the permanent residents and home. It was necessary to sell all It
the summer colony of Uluehill have
possessed. The pictures were years by
been greatly saddened by the death
of purchase only. To erase my
of Mrs. John J. Martin, whose hus- right
name from the canvas, and substitute
band, the Rev. Prof. Martin of Banyour own—well, there’s a name for
gor. has served as acting pastor of
the Congregational church for several that crime, and a punishment.”
summers past.
Mrs. Martin had not
Before the fire of her Indignation
been well since an attack of influenza Duncan was dumb. Then came halta few
months
Her
sudden ingly. another step across the wooden
ago.
death on Tuesday, June 19. was due
floor. Duncan’s old mother greeted the
to the after effects of that disease.
with natural friendliness.
Many friends attended a brief ser- girl
"Some one to see my boy’s paintvice, led by Professor Clarke of Banings T” she asked. “Bet me show them
gor at the BlueblU Congregational
In to you.” *
parsonage Wednesday morning.
Bangor. Friday afternoon, the serHer voice held the eagerness of a
vices were conducted by the pastor, child's.
“My son's success Is a Joy
the Rev. Dr. Moore, in All Souls
that cannot be takon from me. Seems
church.
As a brilliant student in
as If I’d lived, and worked for Just
In
a
college, teacher
missionary
school in Arkansas, pastor’s wife in this hour. Even Duncan did not hope
Chicago and Montreal, for several to have a picture exhibited. But I—
knew.”
years past a member of the cultured
faculty circle of Bangor theological
Over the silvery head of his mother
seminary, Mrs. Martir. had had a the man's miserable eyes met those
wide experience, although she had
of the girl, and suddenly the flash of
hardly reached the years of middle
hers softened to mlstfulness.
life
A devoted wife and mother, a
“I sm so glsd for you,” she said to
leader in religious ar.d intellectual
life of her city, she lived beautifully the mother, “that your dream came
and deeply, and her death is an intrue.”
calculable loss to her family and
It was as ahe passed out
the
-o-
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Franklin.
Mrs. A. B. Fernald and son Alvin
of Waltham. Mass., are visiting at the
Fernald homestead.
Mr*. Edward Perkins and children
Feathered Creatures Sometimes of Somerville, Mass., are in town for
the summer.
Mrs. Louis A. Holme* and infant
Battle to the Death.
son. of Guilford will return to their
home this week.
i
Mrs. Clifton
Donnell
and
little
Contrary to Pretty Theory, Perfect
daughter of Ellsworth are visiting in
Peace Ooee Not Always Reign
town.
Within Those ••Little Nests'*
Mr. and Mrs, Walter B. Lawrie.
as
with their daughter. Miss Theresa, of
Sung by Poet.
Watervtlle. are visiting here.
Mr. and .Mr*. James Bunker re"Birds In their little nests scree.” i
turned from Plainfield. Conn., Thurswrote I Victor Watts, If the eminent
day. They were accompanied by
preacher had chanced to witness an j children of her sister, Mr*. Cecil
Incident similar to that which I *an
Butler.
ibe other day, says a writer In the
Earl
P.
Crabtree of Waltham.
j
never
he
would
London Dally Mall,
| Mass., joined Mr*. Crabtree here last
have penned that ilbd.
week.
He will spend his vacation
*
I was walltin* arross a London golf ! here and at Hancock.
Mrs.
Ella Leach of Penobscot is
course when two sparrows shot past I
my head, chattering violently, and. ; visiting her sister. Mrs. Charles E
Dwelley. Mr. and Mrs. George Madicoming to ground a few yards away. I son
of Bluehtil were here over the
set to fighting so furiously that I was J
Fourth.
actually able to pick them both up In
Charles Bradbury and wife, with
my hands.
son Floyd, are spending two weeks at
I let one go at once; the other 1 i their camp. Eastbrook.
carried a little distance before llberat- I
Mr«. D. L. Tracey and little son
Ing It Will you believe It?—a mo- I Raymond returned from Sullivan
ment later the two were at It again, j Sunday.
Mr*. Harry Havey of Somerville.
beak and daws.
Almost all birds fight furiously In j Mas*., recently joined her daughters.
Mis* Charlotte and Mr*. Hewitt, who
the springtime.
Even turtle doves
are spending the summer here.
those emhlems of peace, will go for j
Mrs. R. M. Woodruff of
Ridley
one another In the mating season.
Park, Pa., who arrived Thursday for
The various methods of offense the season, la with her niece, Mr*. J.
W. lUalsdell at ‘‘Knoll Top." George*
adopted by different birds are Interest
Ing.
Sparrows use their powerful i Pond
Rev George Thurlow of Lexington.
beaks hut hold one another with their I
claws. Starlings fight In exactly slm- I Mas* preached at the Baptist church
Mr. Thurlow. with Mr*.
liar fashion.
Their combats are at j Sunday.
Thurlow and <so children: Is occupytime* mon
a menu saw
ing the Baptist parsonage.
one cock starling actually kill another
Mr*. James T. Maxwell, with eon*
Pigeon* u*e their wing* but rarely James and John and Miss Charlotte,
Swan* motored up from Hancock Point Sundo one another much harm.
fight with their wine*, and their day afternoon.
The Children's day concert, which
strength 1* so great that their battle*
has been delayed two Sundays by the
sometimes result fatally. 1 have, howIllness of their leader, Mr*.
Elia
ever. wen a swan apparently endear,
Biaiadeil. was acceptably given Sunorlng to hold the head of a rival un- day evening
Mrs. Evelyn Bunker
der water, but 1 was not near enough and Mias Lola
Dyer were in charge.
to make out what happened.
Charles Clark of Bangor, aototst. wa*
-Some birds have spur* on their heard with pleasure.
Cards have been received announcwing*. The spur singed goose, which
Is a small, long-legged bird and rath- ing ihe marriage of Edward Kent
Bragdon and Miss Lilia Mae Green at
er resemble* a duck on *tllts. ha* extraordinary wing power. One of the*e Waltham, Mass.. June 30. Mr. Bragdon is one of Franklin's estimable
geese went for a gardener who had
HI* many friend* Join
young men.
gone Into It* Indonure In the “mo" In congratulations.
on
the
knee
that
and gave him a blow
The Franklin ball
team
played
laid him up for a week. The created
Corea at Sullivan
5. losing the
Jujy
ncreamer ha* actually double spur* on
game.
Score. 4-3.
It* wings and I* a very awkward cusJuly «.
B.
tomer to tackle.
IMaehill
Fall*.
All the bird* of prey use their talons
Mr». A. T. Conary 1* very 111,
The
as
their principal
weapons.
Mm. Emogene Bickford had a few
strength which lies In the talons of of her pupil* from South HluehtM
even a small hawk Is almost Incred
*pend the day with her here recently.
Ihle.
As for an eagle, one has been
They were Louise Richard*. Ronald
known to drive It* claw* clean through Gray. Frankie and Marion I>ay.
A
|
the *kul! of a large tomcat Into the nice treat wa* provided, and a pleasant time enjoyed.
hraln. killing the animal Instantly.
Fred Colomy. who recently marThe pheasant* are the only family !
Our ried Mrs. Hattie Sullivan of Stonlngof birds provided with spur*.
ton, 1* again occupying his house.
domestic fowl* are. of course, member* {
Mr. and Mrs. Colomy are very poputhe
Is
In
this
and
It
of
game
genu*,
lar here, and are receiving congratuthe
Is
to
that
the
fowl
developed
spur
lation from their many friends.
These leg spur*
greatest perfection.
Mias M. A. C. Candage has reIn
that
turned from a short visit In Bangor.
resemble the horn* of cattle.
Mrs. Frederick Will, jr.. and fama
they have a bony core protected by
ily are at "The Farm Cottage" on the
smooth sheath of horn.
bill.
The guinea-fowl, again. Is singular
Mr*. Ethelbert Nevin's chauffeur,
In that It ha* a blunt horn upon It* with his wife
and baby, of New York.
head which It uses as an offensive
Is at the cottage on the Nevln esweapon.
tate.
I have ngver seen two heron* fight,
Mr. and Mr*. A. R. Conary and Mr.
but If they did they would u*e their and Mr*. A. B. Conary and daughter
The spent Sunday with W. C. Conary in
beaks and their beaks alone.
1
driving power of the long
«hnrp- Bueksport
Rev. H. Denny and wife of Rochespointed beak of n heron I* Immense
ter. N Y.. are at the "Studio" by the
and when a heron I* hawked you may
Falls.
I see It endeavor to spit It* smaller a»Clark Bridges, who was recently
Its
beak,
sailant
upon
|
called to Woolwich by the death of
An ostrich fanner tells me that he
hi* brother-in-law. I* home.
j
has known an ostrich to pierce a sheet
l»ster Conary has purchased a
with
tremendIron
one
of
motorcycle.
comigated
|
The many friends of Roy Allen are
] ous kick.
glad to hear of his improvement,
after a serious illness.
New Clothes on an Of One.
July V
"Crumb*."
A salesman up !i gasoline row was
telling how he almost hail a hit of
South Hancock.
good Inck. “As 1 was coming In on
Mrs. Ella McCauley, arrived at her
the Bluff mail, the other evening. Jn«t home the “Elwood" from Quincy,
Mass., last week.
after dark." he said, “t saw a good
C. R. Wooster and family of Evertire at the side of the road. There
ett,
Mass., arrived at the
Willows"
half-mile.
was not a boose within a
Saturday.
*o I stopped the car and beat It hack
Mrs. H A. Brown of Bar Harbor
It was a new one. I
to get the tire.
is visiting her Ulster. ’Mr*.
F.
M
could tell that as I passed It. But
Watson.
when I got np within ten feet of It.
Mr* S. H.
Mitchell
and
little
It started to move, and over into the daughter are spending the month in
field It went. Just then I heard two St. John and St. George.
Paul Snowman of Massachusetts Is
boys laugh." Three of the salesman's
audience sunt out. “Yen. we tried to spending a vacation at the home of
his uncle, B. R. Homer.
get that same r'ro on the first night
William Dow. who has been emIn April.”—Indlm ■•n ils News.
ployed in Portsmouth, N. H.. has
joined his family here.
East Lamoille.
L. A. Penney and family of Bangor
Prof.
Thomas
Groetzinger and are at R. H. Young's for a few
family of Philadelphia are at their days.
summer home here.
July 5.
VY.
Fred Brown and family of Waltham, Mass., are at the Lancaster
South I)eer Isle.
place for the summer.
Mrs. Charles Bryant has returned
Miss Mary Deslsles returned to from Rockland,
accompanying home
Providence. R. I.. Tuesday.
her father. Greeley Small, who has
Herbert Day and family of Bangor been in Silsby's
hospital for surgical
guests at Roy Smith s a few treatment.
jwere last
days
week.
Miss Sara Bye of Stonington has
| George Young of this place, who been spending a few days with Miss
been employed at Situate. Mass.. Alta Smith.
j has
and Miss Edna Trim of Trenton were
Mrs. Archie Barbour and Mrs.
married last week.
Mr. Young, after Sterling Stinson went to Sunset this
a short
visit
home, returned to week to attend the funeral of their
.Massachusetts. Mrs. Young will re- aunt. Mrs. Elisa Sylvester.
I main
with her mother during the
Eddie Dow, who has been steamsummer.
boating. is home for a week.
H. L. Smith has just completed a
Mrs. Rebecca Bryant went to Corea
camp. ‘'Maryjohn,” at his shore, and Thursday to visit her son Henry.
has rented It to partleB from Bangor,
Mrs. George W. Davis has gone to
who are now occupying It.
Searsport.
July 5.
L.
July 5.
L.

door that Duncan reached the girl’s
side.
"It’s all right,” she told him cheer-

fully.
“You have proven for me my talent.
While your mother—still has her faith
In her son.”
From the foot of the stair the girt
turned to smile up at him.
And In
that smile Duncan found belief In himself, and a new, sweet courage te make
that belief come true.
Close Observation.
“Mr. and Mr*. Slocum seem to be an
Ideal couple. Last night I noticed how
their thoughts always coincided."
“Yes, but did you also observe that
it was always the lady who thought

a RSCcrD TM:.T

should
CONVINCE YCU

Of the mo: .. 3* 0*
ni Hoc*’*
notm * Saman.
S„r.a„»
as the star.Oard blood
tircr and loric.
Originated
faroona physician’» pr.*
than SO year* ago.
roplar family medicine it, hotta A
of American homes.
I?
,‘,s
teata of a balf-cer.tttry w
Bucoeas.
Made front the Uo,t V,
root*, herlrs, barks and berries tr'IS
in the Dispensatory Will
merit to yon if you will preit
,
As a good eathartie,
Hood's 1 -v'“

i7*i.

AdoX"*^'

Cranberry Kb**
Mrs. Edna Spurting and th-«*
den arrived recently to
sttntmer with Charles

«pJJd
SpurHn? £

Mtss Fannie apurllng
rtsitea
i,
*
hw
slater. Elva Beal, last week
Mrs. Georgia Bulger and
daughter
Hope are visiting her mother
Rtehard Jude. In Ellsworth
Mrs. Horace Harding came
Friday
for her daughter Barbara
who *’
been with Mrs, Sadie Bulger
Russell
Bunker arrived hoe,.
Thursday, after being
all
ter and spring; also
Leand«r R.ink«
n‘w
and Walter Stanley.

\r“

j

J

|

'•

j

1

-o-

Bayside.

South Deer Isle.

Mrs. L. C. Conant of Dedham.
Mass., was called here by the Illness
of her mother. Mrs. Mary R. Betts.
Mrs. Betts is now somewhat improved.
Miss Beatrice E. Jones, who was
operated upon for appendicitis by
Drs. Knowlton and Hodgkins, Is doing well.
Everett Murcb of Orono spent the
week-end with his uncle, Capt M H

Mrs. Sterling Stinson and children
have been visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. George Dodge.
Mrs. Elvira Thurston and Cassie
Hamblen have gone to Isle au Haul
for the summer.
Mrs. Ida Stinson has been having
repairs made on her buildings.
Capt. Adrian Stanley of the steamer Mohawk spent a few days this
week at home
June 2s.
R.

Mutch.

ht!

Congratulations are extended
Enoch Stanley and wife on the
“
of a daughter recently.
Mrs 8. B. Hamor opened
hor t*.*
room July t.
I
Again death has entered our ran.
munlty. On Tuesday mori int
2». George W llnlger dr
p«,) qw..
In his home, at the age of Mm-sir
Mr. Bnlger had been in
year*.
poor
health for a long time, and
for %
week before his death had not
host
quite as well as usual, but hi* death

I,in?

coming

so

quickly

was

a

greet

.h»>.

I to the community.
Mr. Bu!g»r ws,
always Interested In the «eif*r* ot
ithe church, always visited th«- sick
officiated at nearly all the
* and *a* « prominent manfunerals,
..mon*
men.
He wrs a member of Nonbeast Harbor lodge. I. O. 0 r
Mr
Bulger bad for a long time worked
among the summer colony of the
lower end of the island having cared
I for Judge Storey's cottages and Mr
Nelson's cottage.
He will be greatly
missed there, as well as oy the resident people.
He leaves a widow.
alone with him when he
| who was
died, a son Ralph, who has been a
very faithful son to hta parents. 1*0
brothers. William and Enoch Bulger,
of this place, and one sister. Mrs.
Funeral services were
Mary Hamor.
held at the church Thursday afternoon, Rev. A. M. MacDonald and Ret.
Mr.
Cummings
officiating
The
dowers were many and beautiful.
showing the high esteem in which
Mr. Bulger was held.
July S.
9.
West Brooksrille.
Col. G. M. Ekmarud. wife, son and
daughter, and Mrs. Thorpe, mother of
Mrs. Ekmarxel. of New York, are occupying Harry Perkins cottage for
the summer.
Col. Ekmariel Is a
j World war veteran.
Miss Dorothy H. Farrow who has
spent the past year In New London,
Conn.. Is home
Mtas Mary Mills Is at home from
Plainfield. Conn., where she has been

j

teaching.
Winnie
Smith
of
Bangor has
opened the Lord store st the corner,
where he will keep fruit and rooked
food.
He has had a telephone !nstalled.
j George O, Tapley went in Portland
to attend the Maine centennial
>
Olden D. Tapley has moved bis
work-shop to the orchard near the
road, remodelled It Into a store, with
a platan in front, and put In a supply
of groceries.
j
I
Mrs. Ira W. Tapley and daughter
Mildred, of Brooklyn. N Y and Gerhave
trude Dodge of Atlanta. Ga
; opened their cottages
is emWilliam T. Blodgett, wk
ployed In Barnet. Vt. bus been at
home a few day*.
He will return
Friday, accompanied by his wife and
son Donald.
"Tomson."
j July 5.

|

|

Surry.
Albert Shorey and wife id Milo are
i home for the gummer.
Mrs. H. Calvin Osgood went away

Friday.

Miss Susie McGraw ha* gone to the
Dlrigo at Southwest Habor for the

! summer.
Miss Helen Clark is home for the

!

summer.

Capt. N. J. Kane of Boston
for
j home
Miss

I

la >1

vacation.
Helen Crocker has gone to
Bar Harbor. where she has employ*
a

i ment.

I-eon C. Lord returned to Boston
to Join his ship.
Miss Dell Lord Is visiting her enter. Mrs. Mary Gray.
Jack Finn of Bangor *.1» In t')VS

Friday

recently.

Miss Florence Morgan and Minnie
Greenlaw
have
gone to Northeast
Harbor, where they have employment.

L.

July S.

Mt. Desert Ferry.
William Kearln of Bangor spent
Sunday with E. S. Jelllsoc
Mrs. Abble Tracey of Sullivan was
a week-end guest at W P. Clarke *.
Mrs. Ethel Blanchard. Mrs. Sewell
Perkins and mother of Portland are
at
Beulah True’s house for a few

days.

Mrs. Flora Ward wall Is home from
New Jersey, where she spent several
weeks with her nephew. Lealle N«*"
comb.
c4.

July

..O.—

Birch Harbor.
Miss Florence Hancock has gone
the
to
Twin Mountain, N. H.. for
summer.

Edward Rice and family left MoB"
a week
J. W. Rice and wife went to Bar
Harbor
to visit their dsugn-

day for Lamotne for
Friday

ter, Mrs. Robert McKay.
July S.
-o-

Subscribe for The American
*2.00

a

year.
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